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Board approves salary increases
By liSE: Miller
St2tfWriter

With approval from the
Board of Trustees Thursday,
8IU employees got an 8 percent salary increase for the
i990 fisc:! I year and already
are looking ahead to 1i191,
asking for a 12 to 15 percent
salary incre~Ef' during tha t
fis-:al year_ ___
According to Cha!1-:'!I'or
Lawrence K. Pettit, the 8
percent was an average figure_
"Some employees got 11.

larger nise than others,"
Pettit said. "It will be up to
each unit of SIU to decide how
the salary increases Gre
distributed."
A salary report from the
board indicated Umt all 3IU-C
faculty members will receive a
3 percent incrp.<{se and the
administrative
and
rrofessional staff a 4 percent
:acrease. The rest will be
i);.sed .:m merit.
The increases were based on
h<lw fa!" behind the employees

-------,------------See related story.

-PageS
were from their peers at other
universities, Pettit said.
"Each SIU-C employee
should look forward to ab(nt
an 8 rercent increase next
year, merit included," Pettit
said. "However, some employees could get a considerably higher sum."
The board also passed a
resclution, increasing the

approved by the board.
The RAMP docuruent will go
to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education for appro ..al on Oct.
1.

If the mHE approves, the
document will go to the Illinois
General Assembly for final
approval. A legislative
decision should come during
1990.

The General Assembly
probably will alter the figure
before approving, Pettit said.

Thompson's reign
gets mixed reviews

lJniversity
face lifts
approved

By Richard Goldstein
Staff Writer

By Lisa Miiler
~ffWriter

At its meeting Tl:ursday. the
Board of Trustees approved
the guidelines necessaq for
development of the Resource
Allocation and t.:~nagem~nt
Program for the 19!11 fi~cal
year.
This program calis for $4.5
million wort;. of regular
capital projects .:!t the
University and $33.2 "Jimon in
science and technology
projects.
Regular projects include:
• th~ $1.5 million renovation of
the second floor pf the Com·
munications Building. The
money would go to construct
walls and reilings, as well as
place floor covE'rings in an
area of 12.000 gross square
feet;
_$1 million to upgrade the
underground electrical
system;
a the removal of loose building
materials containing asbestol;
and providing replacement
materials with simi;ar insulating qualities:

Chancellor's salary as well as
John C. Guyon's, SIU-C
president, and Earl La2.erson's, SIU-E president,
salaries by 8 percent.
Pettit said he is pleased with
the salary increases for 1990
and is now working on getting
an even larger increase for the
1991 fiscal year.
The 12 percent to 15 percent
increase for 1991 is included on
the Resource Allocation and
Management
Prugram
<RAMP), which also was

Mobile home fire
carbondale firefig~ search through the skeletal remains
of a trailer Jocated in carico Courts and former1y occupied by
Kathy Kovalske. The carbondale Fire Department reported
the fire began in the mlcidIe bedroom. No injJries were repoI1ed.

See BOARD, Page 5

Three Southern Illinois
legislators agree that Gov.
James R. Thompson's tenure
as the state's ("hief executive
bas been a political success.
On the other hand, these
Democrats aren't sorry to see
him go.
Thompson announced in
Chicago Thursday that be will
not run for a fifth term in the
state's highest office.
Thompson., the longest-serving
governor in the state's history,
cited family ;:oncerns for his
decision not to seek another
term.
Representative
Bruce
Richmond. D-Murphysburo,
has been in the legislature for
15 years, longer than Thompson':: 13 years as governor.
RichmQnd said he was
"some\\hat surprised" at the
Republic.;an governor's announcement, since Thompson
had been making campaign
style appearances in small
communities and schools
across the state.
Richmond noted that
Thompson signed the two-year
tax increase plan sponsored by
House Speaker Micbael

Madigan., D-Chicago, in the
face of strong opposition from
his own party.
Richmond speculated that
Thompson would want to put
this politically dangerous issue
behind him before waging a
campaign in 1990.
Now that Thompson is a
lame duck "it could be an
improvement" in the
legislative
atmosphere,
See 1HOMP5ON., Page 5

Gus Bode

Gus says he hopes th!~
lame duck governor doesr.'t
lay an egg.

Negative check-off system defeated by board
By John Walblay
Staff Writer

The use of a negative checkoff system to fund an Illinois
Publit:: Interest Research
Group at the University 'Nas
defeated at Thursday's Board
of Trustee's meeting in Edwar::l.sviIle.
A proposal from the chan·
cellor's office to the board
requested that any new

student fees for supporting
programs outside of the
student activity fund be funded
by a positive check-off system_
The difference between the
two systems is that the
negative chel!k-off system
would reauire students to
indicate 011 their bursar bill
that they do not wish to pay the
fee. This would require
students to read the bill and be
aware of their responsibility to

indica te their wishes.
The positive check-off
system would require the
students to mark an area that
indicates they want to pay the
fee.
The proposal warrants use of
a positive check-off system for
fees used for special student
interests and activiti~, such
as the IPIRG, which are not
covered under the student
activity fee.

The $3 waivable fee would
have gone toward funding to
establish an IPIRG at SIU-C.
The IPIRG would be
designed to imd constructive,
informed llOlutions to 1000J and
state problems and address
various community concerns.
Opponents 3f the tx.ard's
decu;ion claim support at the
University bas been behind the
negative check-off system.
Bill Hall, a student trustee

for the board, said the
Gradllat£ and Professional
Student Council and the Undergraduate Stud~nt Government supported the proposal,
as well as the evidence of
10,000 signatures from
students who supported the
negative cbecil:-off svstem.
At the board's meeting, Hall
requested a motion to table the
See i'IRG, Page 5

TiilijM~~~-

Gas prices expected to dwindle 10 cents by fall

P()p(J~atpertonn~~

Staff Writer

to leave SItJ..C
,""",Page 3

SkatehoarQirig ban. _
on campus possi~le
.:...-SportS16

By Tim Crosby

Gas prices are expected to
decrease by as much as 10
cents a gallon by fall, Steve
Daggers of the AAA-Chicago
Motor Club said, but local gas
and oil merchants don't expect
the drop in price to affect
business significantly.
"People still have to drive to
work," Jurhee Veach,
manager of Veach Shortstop in
Carbondale, said. "They still

go to the lake on the weekend.
"It might make people more
likely to go on a cross-country
trip, bllt around town driving
won't be affected," she said.
Six stations in the {'.arbondale-Murphysc.oro area
reported prices decreasing in
the last two to three weeks.
The average price for regular
no-lead gasoline was $1.031f.!
per gallon.
"Crude oil is expected to
remain between $13 and $'>..0 a

barrel," Daggers said, expli-.ining that a calm market
usually makf'S for a price
decrease.
"People usually get nervous
when oil goes over the $20 a
barrel mark" he said. "It
doesn't look' like this will
happen."
Rodger Walker, of Hicks Oil
Company in Desoto, said, "The
market looks stable and that
,1suallv means priLes will
dt"'>p!r
_

Walker said though
distributors prices stay
relatively constant: such a
decrease would probably be
beneficial to them.
"Our price per gallon
wouldn't change a lot, but we'd
probably do more volume," he
explained.
Daggers, an SIU-C gradua te,
said that during the post two
months, gas prices have fallen
slightly taroughout the
See GAs, Page 5
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Friday 5-10 pm
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Massage
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DINNER BUFFET $3.95*
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at The Sports Center
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4-day Siberian strike en, ds;
miners given more control
MOSCOW <UPI) - Tens of thousantls ;;l Siberian coal miners
ended a four-day strike Thursday after the Soviet coal minister
signed an agreement giving them more control over the running
of the mines and $80 million in pay hikes, a correspondent for the
official labor newspaper Trud said. The concessions marked the
first time in Soviet history that the government is known to have
given in to strikers' demands, and the prompt reporting m
developments by offidal media under Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev's "glasnost" campaign was unprecedented.
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First lady speaks from 'the heart' at dedication
PARIS (UPI) - First lady BaJ-ban!. Bush, following her
husband's example, ripped up a speech at a hospital dedication
Thursday and spoke from "the heart." On her first day in Paris
following four emotion-packed days in Eastern Europe, Mrs_
Bush told 400 guests at a new wing of the American Hospital: "I
want to show you that lleamed something from my husband in
Hungary" where he discarded a prepared text Tuesday and
spoke ad lib to a rain-soaked crowd welcoming him to Budapest.

Rioters, sald~ers clash during e~hnic unrest
MOSCOW (UPI) - Rioters iIred shots at soldiers trying to
control ethnic unrest in the Soviet republic of Azerbaijan, where
iIghting between Azerbaijanis and Armenians has claimed 100
lives in the last 17 months, the official Tass news agency said
Thursday. Gunfire also erupted in an unrelated clash between
members m the rival ethnic groups, Tass said_ There no reports
.m casualties in either incident, both of which occurred in
NagornD-Karabakb, , a mountainous enclave in Azerbaijan
bordering the Soviet republic of Armenia.

52 federal facilities added to Superfund list
WASIllNGTON (UPI) -

The Environmental Protection

Agency placed 52 more federal facilities on its SUperftmd

priority cleanup list Thursday, including five nuclear weapons
plants ranking among the most polluted sites in the nation. By
putting the facilities on the National Priorities List of the worst
toxic waste sites in the country, the EPA requires the federal
agencies responsible for the pollution to sign agreements laying
out cleanup goals and schedules that can be enforced in court.

Koch announces he's running for fourth term

·NEW YORK (UPI) - Trailing in the polls but still confident of
victory, Mayor Ed Koch used a radio talk show appearance
=~~ I IThursday
to make what he called the "formal" announcement of

Watch Ada for each
Friday's DIsney Classic

POSITION OF
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
Southern lllinois University al Carbondale--Collcge of Engineering and Technology invites applications for a
half-time position of Associate Dean for Administrative Service. The Associate Dean will be responsible for

his bid for a record fourth term.. Koch, 64, bas been toying with
reporters for weeks .tbout the time mhis announcement, leading
to speculation that he might be leaving the door open for a move
to bow out.

Bush arrives in Paris for economic summit
PARIS (UP!) - President Bush moved into a twin swirl of
international diplomacy and historic festivity Thursday, helping
open the celebration of the bicentennial of France's revolution:as
world leaders gathered for the economic summit. Bush, still
enthusiastic about the public response be enjoyed during four
days in Eastern Europe, arrived in Paris from Budapest,
Hungary, and promptly was imlnersed in the excitement and
ceremony sweeping the Freoch capital

coordinating the planning of the budget; the operation, upgrading, maintena:l<:e and expansion of the physical
f acili tics; and slatf selection and appoinullcnts for the College. TI", appointee will be the contact person for !he
College to the University's business offices, Campus Services. the SIU Foundalion, the Alumni Association,
Safety Office. Propeny Control. and all other non-academic units of the University. In the absence of the

DCilll, the Associalc Dean will represent the College in external functions. TIte Director of the College's
Computer Ct:nter. technical staff of the electronic and machine shops, anG the mailroom staff will report

directly to

U1C

The Daily Egyptian bas established an a:curacy desk.. If readelS spot
an error they can call 53&-3311, extension 233 or 229.

Associate Dean for Administrative Service.

Applicant.<; must be lL-nUred professors or assocIate professors in the College of Engineering alld Technology
with administrati'.c and personal relationship skills necessary to assist the Dean in the management of the
C"lIcgc's operations and budge!.
Applications close on July 28. 1989.

Dlinois schoo1 disbicts receiving additional funding from the
twD-year tax increase feel the plan only provides temprorary
security for the system.. This information was unclear in Wednesday's Daily Egyptian.

Send a reSWllC and names of at least three individuals who have agreed to write leuers of reference lO:

.
Chair. Associate Dean Search Committee
c/o Dean·s Office
College of Engineering and Technology
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale,lL 62901
Th..: inJividu:1h. Ct)ntaclcd by the applicant arl.' cxpcclcd to 5.cnd

L~~ir

Icuc:rs dirC£;'rly and under separate cover

I" UI" ab,}':': address. Alllllalcri.l must reach UI" Commiaec on or before July 28. 1989. The position will
he

op~n

until filh:d.

SOlllilcm llJiJI'''. Un;\,eT>ily 31 Carbvndale
rage 2. Dadv Er~yplt:Hl .•July i4. 1!l&J
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an "'Illal vPI'OnUnily. affirmative actioneruployer.
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PublIshed da1Jy in the Journalism and Egyptian Laboratory
!"'onday th~gh f'tiday dUtiJ'.g the regular semesters and Tuesday
.hrough Fnday dUring summer term by Southern Illinois
Jniversily, Communications BUilding, Carbondale. II.
_ Editotial and business offices located in Communications
.~~~;~g, Nor/I> ."ing. Phone 5.36-3311. Walter B. Jaehnig. flseal
Subscription rates are $45 per year or $28 for six months within
:'le United states and $115 per year or $73 for six months in all
oreJgn oountries_
Postmaster: Send change of addres" to Daily Egyptian. Southern
IllinoIS Umversity. Carbondale. II 62901.

Performer
to depart
fromSIU-C

Small oil companies
to be helped by state
By Irene Oploh

remaining oil using current
technology, Russell said.
More than 90 billion barrels
Small, independent oil
unlccovered oil lie trapped
of
companies in Southern Illinois
will benefit from research across the country and oil
prices
would have to double
done by the Illinois State
Geological Survey, Lelan before most deposits could be
economically
pumped out, Dr.
Russell, executive vice
president of the Illinois Oil and Donald OItz, head of the
Oil and
geological
Survey's
Gas Association, said.
. .; <~,
"Most Sou:hern Illinois oil Gas Section, said .
The study will examine
current drilling methods and
t.llhanced recovery that is used
when the earth does not
produce enough pressure to
release the oil.
In enhanced recovery, wells
are treated with different
,
r . ',i,"',',',i,\:'",'
knowledge of the oil business." substances to artificially
\~"l'
The Illinois State Geological stimulate oil production .
Salt water, acid and oliler
jJlI
liquids are pumped into in!!~
methods for extracting jection wells to increase oil
iIII...IiIiII..._riLL.._ ...~.....
~~a~_II••,...... unrecovered oil from wells in pressure.
Photo by Mark Griffith
Illinois.
Polymers, which may
Shirlene Holmes
The grant covers the first
year of a four-year, $2.4 become an alternative to other
1883. A tireless advocate for million research program enhancers, may help recover
Facility.
She has been active in local justice for women and blacks, which will study existing oil more oil from wells by pulling
out oil which adheres to rock
political, church and com- Truth stood as a monument to deposits in the Illinois Basin.
The Basin includes the pores, Russell said.
munity organizations and has the power of faith, according to
Currently, all wells and rock
performed her plays for senior Holmes.
southern twD-thirds of the
formations are treated the
citizens and schools.
The play depicts Truth as an state and parts of Indiana and same, though certain known
Holmes also has established 85-year-old-woman looking Kentucky, according to
resevoirs may differ in
a theater scholarship at the back over her life and times.
Michael Kruge, University characteristics,
Russell said.
University in the name of Ira
geology instructor.
Though Illinois produced 25
Holmes said there are a few
Enhanced recovery may
Aldridge, an African
surprises in store for the play's million gallons of oil this year, have different effects on diftragedian.
this is down from five years ferent resevoirs and research
Holmes has chosen to per- audience.
"They don't come to see the ago when it produced 30 needs to be done to treat each
form "Ain't I A Woman'!" as a
farewell gift to a community show,,, they com~ to be the million gallons. Illinois wells individually, he said.
The study will investigate
. tend to decline at a rate of ten
which she said "has em- show, HolmessaJ(l
braced" her. She will perform
"Ain't I a Woman?" will be percent each year, Russell whether these current drilling
methods can damage reserit at her church because it has performed at 4 p.m. Sunday at said
been her "central survival the Greater Gillespie TeJI.lple,
Southern lllinois produces voirs and hamper recovery
mechanism" during her stay 810 N. Wall. The Hughlett the majority of oil in the state, efforts.
Ideas and procedures for
in Carbondale, she said.
Family Singers, a gospel he said, but only 25 percent of
discovering new oil fields in
The play is based on the life group, will also perform.
oil is usually recovered.
of Sojourner Truth, an escaped
Admission IS free, but
It is not economically Illinois also will be inslave who liveC from 1790 to donations will be accepted. feasible to recover the vestigated.
Staff Writer

By Carrie Pomeroy
Staff Writer

Performance artist Shirlene
Holmes will bid farewell to the
Southern Illinois area on July
16 at the Gillespie Temple
when she enacts the role of
Sojourner Truth in the solo
drama "Ain't I a Woman?"
Holmes, a noted performer,
scholar and activist in the
uuiversity community for six
years, will be joining the
speech
communications
faculty at Georgia State
University.
Holmes expresses no regrets
about leaving the area, saying,
"I believe I'm at a threshold,
and every end signals a
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Holmes, who came to Carbondale in June 1983, to perform "Ain't I a Woman'!"
ended up staying at the
University to complete a
Master of Fine Arts degree in
playwriting.
During her stay at the
University Holmes wrote,
performed in and directed
several plays, including the
children's play "Leroy and his
Wonderdog Pinto," "Amazing
Grace" and last year's "No
Detour Ahead."
~be also publishf>.i two books
of poetry, "Coming into
Being" and "After Peace."
Holmes is the recipient of
several awards, such as the
NAACP Image Award in the
Arts, a performance award
from the University's speech
communications department
and an appreciation award
from Menard Correctional

~:r:6i~:s r;:~~edt~ $7~~~
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Pizza • Subs'. Salads
317 N. Illinois Ave

EBA Special
pepperoni, ham. beef, sausage. mushrooms, green
peppez;s, black olives, onions, & extra cheese
w/4 bottles of RC • No Substitutions

$9

99
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529-1439
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109 ft. Washington.
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Opinion &Commentm:j
Siudent Editor·ln·Chief, Kimberly Clarke; Editorial Page Editor. Daniel
Wallenberg; Associate Editorial Page Edllor, Aliria Hili; Acling Managing
Edilor, Wanda Harris.

Hart, Saluki athletics
look bright for future
THE UNIVERSffY'S Athletic Department is the topic
of discussion again. This time, however, there is no talk of
eliminating programs, grades of players or coaches leaving
for other universities.
.
The department has released its operating budget for the
upcoming year and many coaches are seeing double. Well,
maybe double is a bit of an exaggeration. All Saluki sports
have received increases in funding by at least 18 percent.
Receiving additional money for a single program's
budget or even a majority of a university'S athletic
programs is not all that uncommon, but to have all sports
receive an increase is highly unusual.
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR Jim Hart came under flre
seve.ral times during his first year on the job and was
involved with some unpopular decisions.
When it was decided that gymnastics and women's fleld
hockey had to be dropped to offer greater financing for
other Saluki athletic teams, Hart took the brunt of the
criticism
Hart had to deal with the possibility of dropping the
University's football program when fln::.ncial troubles were
revealed by Anthropology Professor Jerome Handler.
BUT DURING all the chaos Hart held that the
department would get better and more money would be
provided for Saluki teams.
And so far he's keeping his word.
During the fIrst 50 days in offIce Hart pledged to solicit
$50,000 in contributions for the Athletic Department.
When all was totaled Hart had raised $86,000 that had not
been in the department's budget prior to his tenure, which
began July 19, 1988.
THE SUCCESS of the men's basketball team, which
generated an unexpected increase of $100,000 in ticket
sales last season, successful fund-raising efforts and the
elimination of the two sports, all played an important role
in the increased budgets.
Hart and his staff have been through a tough year and are
sure to be through additional troubles in the future. If Hart
can continue to produce results as he gains administrative
experience, the future of Saluki athletics could be bright.
If the increase in this year's budget can be mirrored in the
years to come then the Salukis will be better able to
compete in recruiting wars with other universities.
SALUKI TEAMS will be able to travel greater
distances, play higher quality teams and schedule
additional competition as a result of additional funding.
Hart and the entire athletic department deserve a pat on
the back as well as continued support for future success.

Editorial Policies
Signed articles, klc:Iuding 1eIIers, viewpoints and other commentaries, reflect the
opinions of their authors only. Unsigned editorials represent a COIlS«lSUS ollhe
Daily Egyptian Board, whose members are the s1Udent edilor-in-chiel, !he editorial
page edilor, the associate edilorial page editor, a news slall member, the faculty
managing edilor and a School 01 Journalism faculty member_
leiters 10 the editor must be submilted directly to the editorial page editor, Room
1247, Communications Building. Letters shOUld be typewritten and double
spaced. AI leiters are subject to editing and will be limited to 500 words. LmWs
fewer than 250 word ... will be given preference for publicalicm Students must
identify themselves by class and major, faculty members by rank and depar1ment,
non-academic staff by position and department
LeIters lor which verificalion of authorship cannol be made will not be published.
I

Slavery not favored by all forefathers
For the record, prejudice: n. l.
A preconceived preference; bias.
2. Irrational hatred of a particular
group, race, or religion. Yes Mr.

Pryor it is possible for a member
of a minority to be prejudice. Not
that I'm saying your a member of
a minority, as I believe most
people are ignoranL
As far as white upper-class
slave owning fou;lding fathers
go, I would like to point out that
not all white men were in favor
of slavery nor were they all upper
class. In fact from the period of
1861-65 over two million of our
forefathers lost their lives in a
war fought primarily to bring an
end to the 'peculiar institution,'
look it up.
1 would say thai. rm proud that
my ancestors fought on the side
of the North, but to say I'm !"roud
of something I had nothing to do
with would be vain. Which is
exactly my poinL
Members
of the while
_ population are being held
responsible for actions they had
nothing to do with. In fact many
American immigrants came to
this country after the civil war.
Concerning immigration to the
Americas, I think the statistics

are sl'1Cked largely in favor of the
United States over Brazil for
example, and I think anywhere
you go in the world America is
an accepted synonym for the
United States of America. Few
people will think your talking
about Brazil. Can you even
describe the Brazilian National
Flag?
In your spelling of Africa I
think you must be referring to the
17th century Dutch word which
is the root for the African
language
Afrikaans.
Linguistically the 'c' and 'k'
,sounds are very similar so it was
more of an amilrllI'y choice made
by Dutch explorers. This can be
reinterpreted from language to
language as the culture from
which the name came did not
have a written language. Africa is
only the English spelling of the
name, if you check around youU
find many places have multiple
spellings.
Ironically, this is the same type
of ignorance that prompted civil
rights adw:x:ates to adopt Swahili
words into their vocabulary,
however, no slaves were ever
brought from the east coast of
Africa. They used the words

I am responding to Mr.
Beaubien'S letter about Sill's
unfriendly female populat:",n.
The IlfSt thing that bothered me
about the letter was that the word
unfriendly was never defmed. Is
he referring to responses to pick.
up lines in bars, etc., or in earnest
attempts
at
meaningful
conversation in an appropriate
atmosphere? The second thing is
that his letter shl)wed a common
lack of introspection, a popular
form of chauvinism present in
our society.
As inhabitants of the planet
Earth. women today have many
duties, not one of which is to
make themselves more desirable
to the male population. We are

not machines with which to
program auractive behavior. We
are human beings with our own
share of problems and fears,
including, but not limited to.
increasing population, daily
assaults on our bodies from
chemicals and pollutants, and a
less than adequate wo:ld to leave
to our children. Tbese are
problems we share with men.
A problem that relates directly
to this discussion is the amount
of viol~nt crimes perpetrated
against women today. In spite of
mass education efforts it is still a
common misconception that
women lead their allaCkers on, or
that most rapes occur when a

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
()C.LAYE()? fJUKE, HONe-Y:s

-,

\

I don't even want to touch the
pan of your letter dealing with
the book "Satanic Verses", it has
been hashed over enough
recently without stirring things
up again. I will say, however, that
the people who wanted to shoot
flag blUDers are probably not the
same people who thought the
death sentence for Mr. Rushdie
was wrong.
Your attempt was to make
American people look like
hypocrites. Which as a whole, the
American people are hypocrites,
but this is only because this
country allows wide and varying
opinions to be voiced. even yours
Mr. PryoI".
Do not take my reaction wrong
Mr. Pryor, I am thoroughly
against the degradation and
oppression of any race,
nationality or creed. And your
prejudice auitude is a huge scar
on the face of civil rights
movement. Lastly, this is a free
country Mr. Pryor, no one is
making you stay, you are free to
leave. Unless of course you want
to stay. - C. McClellan, junior
in anthropology.

'Unfriendly' women never given dear definition

Doonesbury
PtIR5£R!

simply because they sounded
~~t

AN OUTlAW NOW! 5H&

COUW 88 IN HIDING

6OO[)POINT.
CU.AROUT

hooded man jumps out of an
alley. Seventy percenl of all rapes
are acquaintance rapes. We must
be careful.
Lastly. Mr. Beaubien, I think
that in addition to spending so
much time coming to your ill·
formed conclusion.: about
attitudes and motives, it would be
wise to examine your own. If you
still cannot find a satisfactory
answer, perhaps you should
relocate to another school in the
United States, since you are
obviously weD acqllai:1ted with
them all, where the female
population is more concerned
with gelling dates than an
education. - Barb Abrams,
senior in English.
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SIU-E professiorlals left out,
say Board's setting example
By John Walblay
Staff Writer

The SIU-E Professional Staff
Association claims the Board
of Trustees excluded the
professional staff from the
1990 salary increase because of
its participation in colledive
bargaining.
The professional staff in
conjunction with the Illinois
Education Association-National Education Association held
a press conference Thursday.
following the Board's approvai
of a 1990 salary increase, to
discuss the Board's action.
Marcus Albrecht, lEA
higher eC~!cation organizer,
said the faculty and
professional staff of SIU-C
voted down the adoption of a
union practice, as did the
faculty of SIU-E, while SIUE's professional staff accepted
the union practice on Feb 22.
"All faculty and professional

staff had a chance to vote. the
outcome was that the (SIU-E)
professional staff voted for the
union," Albrecht said.
He said the Board's exclusion of SIU-E's professional
staff sends a negative signal to
those considering unionization.
"They are trying to set an
example to o'her groups that if
you vote for collective
bargaining, this is what will
happen to you," Albrecht said.
"We take this as punitive
action, .. he said.
Albrecht said in the past the
Board has given the increase
in a across-the-board fashion,
not excluding any of the
related bodies.
"Past practice prevails," he
said. "This is in viola tion of
past practices and, thus, a
violation of labor law."
The professional staff and
the IEA-NEA claim they did
not agree to a postponement of

ra:..es when they voted for the
unio., adoption.
JaCh; Dyer, director of
Universl!)" relations, said the
profession.'l staff of SIU-E
shouldn't e>..~t to receive a
salary incre:\se from the
Board when th~'v are in the
process of c:>llectively
bargaining with mal.'1gement.
Dyer said he expe~ts that
after bargaining with
management and reachinG an
agreement a proposal wOc'ld
eventually be taken unde.consideration by the Board.
"I can't see that it wouldn't
be accepted," Dyer said, in
light of the fact that proposals
and counter-proposals would
be ironed out ii the collective
bargaining process between
management and the union.
Albrecht said another opportunity to vote for collective
bargaining would come next
spring at SIU-E.

THOMPSON, from Page 1 - - - - Richmond said, adding, "I'm
not a big fan of Thompson,
naturally."
But Representative David
Phelps, D-Eldorado, said
Thompson's new status could
make him more "dangerous."
"It's going to beinteresting
seeing this lame duck
governor," Phelps said.
Phelps said Thompson might
be more inclined to use "intimidation" tactics on
legislators now that he will not
have to concern himself with
how adverse publicity would
affect a re-election campaign.
Phelps said Thompson has
nude great progress m Illinois
politics but wondered whether
the governor woo.ld attempt to
involve Republican candidates
for governor in the legislative
process and' whether this
would cause confusion in the

state house.
But Phelps sees Thompson
as someone interested in his
own political future before that
of his party's and might be
more interested in going out of'
office in a "blaze of glory," as
Phelps said, rather than
muddling his last months in
office by promoting a
Republican candidate for
governor.
"I think he'll take care of
himself first and I think he'll
set (out) to help the party
secondly," Phelps said.
Republican Secretary of
State Jim Edgar of Charleston
is expected to announce his
candidacy (or governor Aug. 8
and Republican Lt. Gov.
George Ryan of Kankakee also
expressed interest in the
governorship.
Freshman Rep. Larry

Woolard,
D-Carterville,
praised Thompson as an ef·
fective administrator who has
"served his state well," but
looked forward to the
possibility of filling Thompson's office with a Democrat.
Fellow Republicans had
kinder words for Thompson's
reign.
House minority io.ader Lee
Daniels called Thonpson the
state's "best governor."
"It will take years to ac.cura tely measure the
magnitude of his colossal
contributions," Daniels said,
"Jim Thompson is a bold and
visionary leader, a governor
who lives by a simple yet
exemplary credo - how can I
improve the state of Illinois
anet the quality of life of it's
citizens .• ,
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IPIRG, from Page 1 - - - - proposal in order for the new
proposal from the chancellor's
office to be voted on by
University student constituency groups before the
board would make a final
decision.
The motion made by Hall
failed to receive support from

any of the board members,
thus, killing the motion.
Hall said, in light of the
student support, "I had no
alternative but to request it."
Hall said the opportunity for
the student constituency has
not been provided since the
groups are not active during

BOARD, from Page 1approval.
The General Assembly will
decide bow much SIU will
receive.
According to SIU Chancellor
Lawrence K. Pettit, the
Jegisl.lture might not have
enough funds to give SIU the
entire amount it requests.
"We'll just have to wait and

-the construction of an annex
to Morris Library. The RAMP
program would allow the first
$1 million to go to hiring an
architectural fll1ll. The total
cost of the annex I6 $59.6
million.
Science, and technology
projects include:
_almost $17.2 million for an
addition to the physical plant,
including an installment of a
fluidized-bed
combustion
system that would cut down on
the amount of sulfur in the
coal'
_a '$14.9 million biological
science building with new
research facilities;
-and a $1 million annex to the
Electrical Engineering and
Technology building.
The board will submitt a
report to the Illinois Board of
Higher F.ducation by Oct. I,
requesting a total of $60.7
million for these capital improvements
and
improvements similar to these on
other sm campuses. If the

:eHl~that!ro:s w~~ the
about the legislature," p~
said.
The new biological sciences
building and the steam plant
addition were on Gov. James
R. Thompson's ~ million
program to upgrade and expand science and tedlllology
facilities in Illinois universities.
Pettit said it was likely the
legislature would give full
funding for those two projects.
In other board action, the
$199,366 replacement for the
roof of the SIU Arena was
8oproved as well as the
$274,065 renovation of six

General Assembly for fin:.:!

physically disabled students.

~~~~~~~rtfect~! S::lf{f!~~ ~~~~~nCetohal~ c~o~~~~da~:

the summer session.

Trudy Hale, GPSC president
and member of the SIU-C
IPIRG organizing committee,
said the board chose not to
address their commitment to
the community by approving
the positive check-off system.

GAS,

from Page 1 country. The decrease
follows a sharp rise in the
price of wholesale oil
related to the Exxon
Valdez accident
"After it became apparent that the supply of
oil wasn't going to be
hampered, the market
calmed down," Daggers
said.
One tyre of area
business expecting to
experience an increase in
sales is the convenience
store gas stations.
"Of course we expect
our non-automotive
items to sell more just
because more people will
be coming into the
store," Kaare Pedersen,
regional manager of
Smoot Oil.
"If there is no outside
influence on the world
market, the price should
continue to faU," he
added.
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Floods, landslides in China
reportedly kill more than 400
BEIJING CUP!) -

Floods

and a landslide unleashed by
torrential rains have killed
more than 400 people and left
more than 180 missing in
central China's Sichuan
Province, Chinese news
reports said Thursday.
The worst incident occurred
in eastern Sichuan, where a
cliff collapsed and sent tons of
mud and rock onto a
residential compound, burying
238 people, the official Xinhua
news agency and the
newspaper People's Daily
reported.
Rescue workers saved 17
people but recovered 41 bodies
and there was little hope for
the 180 people still ~issing, the

reports said.
At least 367 other people
have died in flooding in 86 of
the province's 180 counties as
waters immersed towns and
villages. Hundreds of other
people are reported to have
been injured.
Xinhua quoted the provincial
flood control headquarters as
saying the rains and flooding
had cut communications links
and highways and destroyed
farml:;;nd.
Chinese state-run television,
on its evening national
newscast, showed large areas
flooded in the region. Hundreds of people in rural
districts had clustered on
hilltops and other higher

ground to flee the waters and
await rescue.
In flooded towns, people
waited on rooftops until small
boats made their way down
flooded streets to pick them
up,
The province had already
been hit by severe hailstorms
earlier in the spring, but a
flood control official said this
month's rains "have posed the
most severe disaster in the
past eight years," Xinhua
reported.
Water levels in several of the
province's major rivers are
already above the warning
mark and the rains were
continuing, officials said.

Undersea volcano erupts in Japan;
officials warn of possible tidal wave
TOKYO (upl) - An undersea volcano erupted
Thursday less than 2 miles
from the Japanese mainland
southwest of Tokyo, shootiflg
huge plumes of white smoke
into the sky and sending
hundreds of residents fleeing
to shelters, officials said.
The Japanese military
began mobilizing troops, ships
and planes for the possible
evacuation of residents in the
event of a large-scale eruption,
officials said.
The national Meteorological
Agency said the volcano
erupted in the Pacific off the
coast of the Izu Peninsula
south oi Tokyo - an area hit
b~' tens of thousands of mostly
minOT earthquake.. this month,
including two on Sunday that
caused injuries and damage.
The eruption began at about
6:30 p.m., causing the earth to
rumble near Ito. the .closest

city on the peninsula, and
continued into late Thursday
night. Residents of the city of
72,000 saw a towering column
of white smoke rising hundred!: of feet into tl'oe sky.
The Meteorological Agency
said the eruption occurred 330
feet below the ocean's surface
a t a point some 1.8 miles off the
coast near the small,
uninhabited island of Teishi.
Police tlispatcbed 400 officers to Ito but said there were
no immediate plans to
evacuate residents from the
peninsula. They said hundreds
of people voluntarily left their
homes to take shelter at
elementary schools and
Bhuddist temples.
The Meteorological Agency
issue.1 a public warning that a
tsunami, or tidal wave, could
be crea ted by the eruption.
The Kyodo News Service
said Prime Minister Souske

Uno, in Paris to attend the
summit of Western industrialized nations, has
requested constant updates on
volcanic activity,
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SALUkICURREN~NGE

~
CHECKS CASHED
WESTERN UNION
* 1990 Passenger Car & Truck
Renewal stickers
* Private Mailboxes for rent

* TItle &.. Registration

ServIce

* Travelers Checks
• Notary Public
• Money Orders

Plaza Shopping Center 606 S, IlIinG~dale 549-3202

II"

CtiAL~T
Restaurant & Lounge

In Thf2 Loungf2
Monday Thru Sa.turday
(OpenBpm)

See Our Beautiful
Dancing Girls
Try Our BBQ Famous For Its
Different Flavor (Served Daily)
Also
Steak, Potato & Salad

forOS.SO
At 13 & 1271/4 mile North of M'boro
open 7 days a week

09?]"'Eg{'I.9lL ~OOtjJS
PRESENTS

'The Quick Lunch"
for people on the go - - Perfect for 30 minute lunch bre4lks

Vaify 11 a.m. - 2 p.rn.
Saturtfay &- Suntfay 11 a.m. - 3 p.rn.
'Enjoy Our :Nj.w

Teen dies in auto accident
A Carbondale teen-ager
suffered fatal injuries after
losing cantrol of his vehicle
and striking a tree, Jackson
Count Sheriff's department
said.
Police said John A. Brandon,
16, was north bound on
Springer Ridge Road Wednesday night when his vehicle
left the road and struck a tree

near the town of Boskydell.
Police were called to the
accident at 10:23 p.m" where
Jackson County Coroner Don
Ragsdale pronounced Brandon
dead on the scene.
Ragsdale said a toxicology
report wm be forthcoming, but
he doesn't suspect alcohol t.o be
involved in the accident.

em orA alo] kiHA "

WE ALSO HAVE DAIlY LUNCH SPECIAlS from $1.99
Served 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1236 L MaIn, K-Mart Plaza, Carbondale 0 451-8184
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Friday
Happy Hour

The SIO IIAin;ut Y""ll 1.0...

$10

D.J. SH'OW
FREE Food Buffelt
Z For 1 Cocktails
4-6pm
Dance Party 9-2
$2.25 Pitchelrs
fill Hight!

UNIVERSITY MALL
W7 E. Mala St.. c.rtHadaie

529-4656

DE

MUSIC:

518 S. JIlinois. N(1 cover.

The Modern Day Saints, 9:30
p.lIJ. Saturday at Hangar 9,511
S. Illinois. Rock 'n' roll. Cover
TBA.
Fiance, 9:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday at Gatsby's, Campus
Shopping Center. Rock, top
hits and new wa\'e. Cover $1.
Open Jam with the Modern
Day Saints, 9:30 p.m. Sunday
at Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center. Nocover.
Mercy, 9 p.m. Sunday at
Pinch Penny Pub, 700 E.
Grand. Jazz. 1-10 cover.
Tom Stone Oldies Revue, 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday at
the Oasis Lounge in Days Inn,
240C W. Main. Lounge act. No
cover.

Russ Bono, 5 and 9 p.m.
Friday and 9 p.m. Saturday at
the Holiday Inn. 800 E. Main.
Top 40 and fiddle music. No
cover.
[lance Party with Live D.J.,
7 p.m. i<'riday and Saturday at
Checkers, 760 E. Grand. $3

"Do the Right Thing,"
(Varsity;R) comedy-drama
starring Danny Aiello and
Spike Lee.

cover for under 21, $2 cover for
21 and over.

"Major
League,"
(Saluki;R) comedy 5tarring
Tom Berenger and Charlie
Sheen.

Kathy Wright and the Rouf.e
1 Band, 7:30 p.m. Friday at the
Egyptian Drive-In. Route 148
South. Country. Free with $2
movie ticket purchase.

"See No Evil, Hear No Evil."
(Saluki;R) comedy st3rring
Richard Pryor and Gene
Wilder.

MOVIES:
"Roadhouse," (Varsity;R)
action-romance sLarring
Patrick Swayze.

Slappin' Henry Blue with
Tall PauL, 9:30 p.m. Friday at
P.K.'s, 308 S. Illinois. Blues.
No cover.
Jammin' Jeff Anderson D.J.
Show, 8 p.m. Friday at Stix,
517 S. Illinois, and 8 p.rn.
Saturday at the American Tap,

"UHF," (Varsity: PG·13)
comedy stalTing Weird Al
Yankovic. Sneak preview, 7
p.m. Friday only.

"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," (Student Center
Auditorium;G)
animated
comedy. 5:15 and 7:15 p.m.
Friday, admission $1.
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African
African
5 p.m.,
Library

THE GAY and Lesbian
People's Uroion will bold an
open meeting at 7 p.m. Monday in Activity Room B.
Everyone is welcome. For
further information, call 4535151 between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.
THE MOTORCYCLE Rider
Program will be offering free
courses at the Safety Center
beginning July 24. For
registration or further information, contact the
Motorcycle Rider Program at
453-2871.

CHRISTIANS UNLIMITED
meets 7 p.m. Fridays in the
Student Center for fellowship,
scripture study and singing.
For more information contact
Don Wooters at 457-7501 or
Tom Brierton at 54!H1689.

SOCIETY
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University Mall
Carbondale, IL

457·5545
FIJII Carry·Out Menu

Open Daily at t t am

!liCreat Italian.
• Restaurants

DAILY LUNCHEON & DINNER SPECIALS
• Serving Appetizers, Soups and Salads
• Sandwiches, Hamburgers &Pizza
• Steak, Chicken, Veal, Shrimp & Seafood
• 28 Different Pastas All Made Fresh to your order
• Full Wille and Liquor Selections
• Children's Menu Starting at $1.95

_®
Bats and balls.

SEEN8EVIL,
HFARN@EVIL

Daily 7:00 9:15
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00

Daily 7:15 9:30
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00

The~~~~~~~~

Karate Kid
SNEAK TONIGHT 7:15

dlrilk1
~

'"WEIRIIAl-
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Come see UHF at 7:15 and
ay to see ROAD HOUSE, too!
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mailed to the Daily Egyptian
News Room, Communications
Building, Room 1247. A brief
will be published once and only
as space allows.

NOW OPEN

Ftt: .2:.5 3:1lO (s..-..: TWlJ 7:A5 9:55 '2:00

Sun: '2:1 ~ 3:00 (5:30 lWl17:A5 9:55

BRIEFS POLICY - The
deadline for Campus briefs is
noon two days before
publication. The briefs must be
~tten, and must include
time, date, place and sponsor
of the event and the name and
telephone number of the
•..

a comedy thriller

July 17,18,19,&20 7P.M.
At the theater, 101 N Washington
Roles: 3 men and 1 woman
Director: Pste Houseman 549-1144

Sal: \2:15 3~ ,:):30 TWL) 7;459:55 1200
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"Corpse"

For people with a taste
for great Italian works of art

~
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Sat: 11:45 1:00 2:15 (4:45 TWL) (5:30 TWl) 7:15 8:00 9:45 10:30 12:15
Sun: 11:45 2:15 (4:45 TWL) 7:15 9:4S

ASSEMBL Y OF
American-Black and
women will meet at
i~ctt!,~~~e Morris

,/If /1/1- Auditions
&V

SNEAK PREVIEW
SATURDAY 7:15 PM

~2!!!:45 7:00 9:15 [ffi]

When HatTy ~trl Sally...

Sun 2:00 4:45 7:00 9:15
..................................
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"Karate Kid III", too!

St>\ 2:00 4:45 9:15
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Sorry, No Passes Accepted.
Daily 4;45 7:15 9:45
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:15
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SHOWS EVERYDAY!
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ABC television interviewee
sentenced 10 years in China
BEIJING (UPIl - A man
arrested after giving an interview to the ABC t~levision
network on last month's
violence in Beijing was sentenced Thursday to 10 years in
prison and two other people
were executed in an ongoing
crackdown, Chinese news
reports said.
State-run television, on its
evening newscast, said Xiao
Bin, a factory worker, was
convicted at a trial in the
northeast city of Dalian. The
case drew international attention last month after
authorities used the U.S.
network television tape to
identify the suspect.
In central Sichuan Province,
two peD1Jle were executed for
offenses connected to rioting in
the provincial capital,
Chengdu, that erupted June 5

in response to the bloody June
3 army suppression of the
democracy movement in
Beijing.
Two more arrests were also
reported in Beijing and
Shanghai for offenses related
to the crushing of the prodemucracy protests.
More than 2,500 people are
known to have been arrested,
but the actual number is
believed to be far higher.
After initially repllrting
large numbers of arrests,
Chinese authorities restricted
public information on the
crackdown in response to a
worldwide outcry.
In the Dalian case, Xiao, 42,
had given an interview to ABC
in the days ~fter the June 3
assault on Beijing in which he
recounted casualties and other

details.
The tape, which fell into the
hands of authorities, was later
shown on national Chinese
television with the label "this
man is a rumor-mongerer"
and viewers were urged to turn
him in.

He was arrested the next
day, prompting 1J$. television
networks to begin hiding the
faces of interviewees. His
arrest was prominently shown
on Chinese television.
The television report said
Xiao was convicted of
"propagating
counterrevolutionary lies" and
sentenced to 10 years in prison,
with an additional three-year
suspension of political rights.
The two executions were
reported in the Sichuan
(Province) Daily.

Friday
3-1 LONG ISLANDS
1.05 LEMONADE SCHNAPPS
1.35 STOLl'
1.35 BECKS LT.
1-6 Free Pool
Saturd~

Midnight Happy Hour
Sunday
Bar Workers Appreciation Night

ivlandela inspires black majority
to negotiate peaceful settlement
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (UPI) - Taking the cue
from jailed-for-life black
leader Nelson Mandela, antiapartheid activists Thursday
declared a willingness to
negotiate a peaceful settlement to South Africa's
racial conflict but said the
"ball is in the government's
court."
A statement from Mandela
on his meeting last week with
President Pieter W. Botha
triggered a unified response
from the black majority and a
reaffirmation that the

minority white government newspapers Thursday with the
must meet some basic con- largest black newspaper,
ditions before any talks begin.
Sowetan, carrying a bold
These include the release of headline reading "Mandela
Mandela and all other political speaks."
prisoners, the lifting of the ban
"Mr. Mandela has made his
on the outlawed African position clear on his comNational Congress and all mitment to peace," said South
other
anti-apartheid African Council of Churches
organizations, the return of General Secretary Frank
exiles and the end of a three- Chikane.
year-old state of emergency.
"The question of the hour is
Mandela's rare sanctioned whether the government is
statement, distributed by the going to make the attainment
prisons service Wednesday of peace possible by removing
night, was splashed across the the obstacles it has placed on
front pages of South Africa's its path," he said.

Ochoa, three other Cuban officials
executed for betraying the nation
MEXICO CITY (UPI) Gen. Arnaldo Ochoa, a hero of
the Cuban revolution and a
close friend of President Fidel
Castro, was executed Thursday along with three otber
senior officials for betraying
the nation by trafficking in
drugs, the Cuban news agency
Prensa Latina said.
A three-member military
court Friday found Ochoa,

former Interior Ministry fifficial Col. Ant.onio de la
Guardia, secret police official
Maj. Amado Padron and
Ochoa's military aide, Capt.
Jorge. Martinez, guilty of
treason and sentenced them to
death by firing squad.
"Today at dawn a sentence
dictated by a special military
tribunal was carried out

against the accused," said
Prensa Latina, identifying the
four without further comment
in a dispatch from the capital
of Havana monitored in
Mexico City.
The much-decorated Ochoa
had fought in the popular
uprising led by Castro that
overthrew dictator Fuigencio
Batista Jan. 1, 1959.

THE DEPAKiMENT OFiHEATE~&SCHOOL
Of MUSIC,
PRESENTS

c5UMMEK PLAYHOUSE 'B9
EVENING OF FUN AND LAUGHTER

SUMMER
ZIPPING
BY?
No ton-time to Iose?l Need to be bock poolside to get the other side? Come into Zipps
and throw down a delicious 99¢ burger. crispy
fries, and ice-cold bucket of Coke.And hurry bock
for that encore
"Swan Dive" .They're waiting.

PERFORMANCES
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY - 8:00
SUNDAY - 2:00 MATINEE

BOX OFFICE HOURS
10:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
453·3001
Pag{' B. Daily r:gyptian. July 14.

l~

TICKET PRICES:
ADULT
SA. CITIZEN OVER 64
CHILDREN UNDER 12
S.I.U. STUDENT
WITH VALID SUMMER !.D.

PER SHOW
$8
$7
$6
$4

709 S. Illinois

Hot flag proposal meets cold legislative reality
WASHINGTON CUP!) President Bush's pr090sed
constitutional amendment on
flag burning ana the red-hot
emotions of the issue collided
with cold legislative reality
Thursday ata sometimes testy
House hearing in which influential critics urged
Congress togoslow.
The first House hearing on
the matter brought an expected array of witnesses,
ineluding lawmakers who
support and oppose Bush's
plan to change the Constitution
to prohibit flag desecration as
well as those who prefer the
middl.1 ground of trying to
reach the same goal with
simple legislation.
None of the positions
outlined before the subcommittee on civil and con-

stitutional rights were new,
but it was clear that the panel
dominated by Democrats
skeptical of Bush's plan would
not rush to advance the
proposal.
House Republican leader
Robert Michel of Illinois, one
of the main sponsors of the
plan, conceded it faced
probla.s in the Democrat-led
Congress. "We didn't come in
here thinking the track was
greased ... certainly not in this
subcommittee," he said.
"I think you should
remember that our responsibility is not to rush to
judgment," subcommittee
Chairman Don Edwards, DCalif., told the Bush plan
sponsors. "I think this committee ... should do a very
careful, thoughtful job ... and

not insist that it be brought to
the floor of the House right
away."
Rep. G.V. Montgomery, DMiss., a primary backer of the
Bush proposal, became
somewhat annoyed at some of
Edwards' criticisms and
contended the constitutional
change is being demanded by
the vast majority of
Americans.
"You can go and dig all you
want and you can bring up all

Seven U.S. military policemen
wounded in Honduras explosion
Unknown assailant
flees after hurling
homemade bomb
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
(UP!) - Seven U.S. military
policemen in Honduras were
injured, three seriously, when
an unidentified assailant
threw a bomb at them on a
street in the port city of La
Ceiba early Thursday, U.S.
and Honduran authorities
said.
The assailant escaped and
no one immediately claimed
responsibility.
Charles Barclay, spokesman
for the U.S. Embassy in
TegUCigalpa, said three of the
victims were injured
seriously, but "all of them are
out of danger now." .
Two other military
policemen escaped injury in
the blast in the Caribbean port.
Authorities said an
unidentified assailant threw a
home made bomb at the MPs
on a street in La Ceiba, about
125 miles northeast of the
capital of Tegucigalpa.
"Three U.S. military

motion

policemen were seriously suspects, but Pentagon ofinjured and four were slightly ficials said the report apinjured in a midnight explosion peared to be false and that the
at La Cieba," the Pentagon two uninjured MPs might have
been detained by mistake.
said in Washington.
Anne Sigmund, another U.S.
The MPs were in La Ceiba to
Embassy spokesperson, said escort a U.S. convoy to
no one has claimed respon- Enrique Soto Cano Air Base
sibility for the attack, and that Thursday morning.
Almost all of the apU.S. and Honduran military
and police were investigating proximately 160 American
soldiers at La Ceiba are from
the case.
The soldiers were assigned Task Force 164 of the North
to Joint Task Force Bravo, Dakota National Guard.
based at Enrique Solo Cano However, the MPs are
Air Base near Comayagua, members of the regular Army,
about 60 miles northwest of the the Pentagon said.
capital.
Tbe task force recently
All of the soldiers were taken completed a new road conto the nearby Hospital Vin- struction project in the Yoro
cente D' Antoni in La Ceiba. Valley as part of "Exercise
The exact nature of their in- Fuertes Caminos 1989."
juries was not immediately
The only regular military
known.
facility in the area is the Solo
The four soldiers who were Cano Air Base; where 1,200
!:Slightly injured were reported American soldiers are
later Thursday to be in good stationed for six-month tours.
conriition and were flown back
It was the third attack
to Soto Cano Air Base.
against American soldiers th~
Lt. Col. Erick Sanchez, year.
On Feb. I, a convoy of seven
commander of Honduras's 4th
Infantory BattaHon based in vehicles carrying more than 30
La Ceiba, said early Thursday American soldiers was atthe Honduran authorities had tacked by unidentified gunmen
arrested two American in northern Yoro Province.
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for a study of the physiological and
psychological effects of cigarette smoking.

We will pay $20-8140

DANCE
Ballet, Modern Classes
Adults & Children
for information call
Shelley Camden 684-4307

_.
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THE HEAT IS ON!
Cool Off At

•

Huge Selection
-Soft Drinks -Shakes
-Blizzards
508 S. Illinois

•

'11.1.

Vic Koenig Subaru
up to $3000
Rebates!!!
We have a full selection of Subaru's
JnckUng the 1990 Legocy

~ 474S.:).

Schoolot

•

Call SIU-C Psych Dept. 536-2301

-_ '..

~
1990~-y

If you don't see it on our lot we are able: ro find 'lImos! any
car wiih our computer Ic.cJtor
Hurry Rebates End Soon!

s)'St~ ~OS

FlIt Rollerl}lade.
•

for 3 to 6 morning sessions.
Must be 21-35 years old, 150-190 Ibs.
•• 11 •••• 11 •• , •••• 11 •• '111 •••• 1111 ••• ' . ' •••••• 1111.11 ••• 1111 . . . . .

stitutional amendment after
the Supreme Court ruled last
month that burning the
American flag was a protected
form of free speech.
While
almost
all
RepUblicans and many
Democrats
rushed
to
support
-G.V. Montgomery
Bush in the politically popular
move, a number of Democrats,
these questions, but it's what including House Speaker
the people want," declared Thomas Foley of Washington
Montgomery, the head of the and Edwards, criticized the
House Veterans' Affairs approach, arguing it would not
Committee.
.
be wise to tamper with the
"You've got to get that First Amendment's free
tnrough your head, Don," he speech guarantees.
told Edwards. "This is what
However, Foley and some
the people want and if we don't others, reco;::nizing the
do something about it they're potential political danger of
going to do something about it. opposing the amendment,
They're going to get it one way have supported efforts to write
or another."
a new law that would counter
Bush proposed the con- the court's ruling .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =•••••• 1, ••

"You can go and dig al/ you want and you can
bring up aI/ these questions, but it's what the
people want. They're going to get it one way
or another. "
.
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Ro//erb/ade the original in-line
roller skate, is prepared for take off. • •••
Fueled by their futuristic design,
Ro/lerb/ade skates introduce a boundless
freedorn a go-anywhere do-anything attitude,
a curious spontaneity. Reach new heights of fun
and fitness and soar with an ease you've not
experienced before.
"Depart 'from conventionality
and hover when~ the heat is. II

~.,
.,•. ';..~• . . . . . . S~!~p~~!r Tl.a.Ro~/!!/ade.,
,:~.

"

529 2313
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Nortt- Amer'.can Spoi1s Tr8.Jll109 Corporaaon. 1987
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RoIiert>Iade.. IS a regtSIefed ::-Qd~ 01 !~5TC
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Thompson returning to law;
presidential dream given up U
United Press International

AS HE ANNOUNCED
Thursday he will not seek a
fifth term as governor of
Illinois, J3mes R. Thompson
also admitted he does not
expect to realize his dream to
be president of the United
States.
Thompson, longest-serving
governor in Illinois history,
said he will practice law after
stepping down as governor in
January 1991, capping a public
service career spanning more
than 30 years.
After graduating from
Northwestern University law
school, Thompson became an
assistant Cook County state's
attorney
under
Ben
Adamowski - a prominent
Chicago Republican - from
1959-64. As a prosecutor in that
office, Thompson argued more
than 200 cases before the
Illinois Supreme Court.
HE JOINED the Northwestern faculty as an
associate professor of criminal
law in 1964 and remained there
until 1969, when he was appointed chief of the Illinois
attorney general's Criminal
Law Division.
He served in that capacity
until he was appointed first
assist<;nt U.S. attorney for
Illinois' northern district in
June 1970. He was appointed
U.S. a~:'~ey on Nov, 29, 1971,
by ','resident Richard M.
Nix:m.

Thompson said then he
would like to follow in the
footsteps of William Howard
Taft.
"He first became president

Thompson:
.Family factor

in retirement
CHICAGO (UPl) Hot
political issues had nothing to
do with Gov. James R.
Tbompson's decision not to
seek re-election in 1990, the
governor said Th!lrsda y.
Thompson, annOlJDcing bp.
will retire from public office
when his term ends in January
1991, said concerns about his
family's security and happiness -- not thorny issues like
abortion prompted hiE.
decision.
"Gut social issues will have
to be dealt with in the next
year and a haH," Thompson
said.
"The aoortion issue was noi
a factor in my decision. I do
not think you can claim a pr~
choice or a pr~life position.
Everyone is pr~oice wh£n a
decision affects them.
Everyone is pr~life.
"Tbe hard parts ale tt-l:!
medical, ethical and monl
1ecisions l.113t mw,t be madewilen life begins and ends.
During his years in office,
Thompson never made his
personal stand on abortion
public. Although he generally
vetoed laws that would have
restricted abortion rights, he
did so on constitutional
grounds.
Thompson said the U.S.
Supreme Court's recent ruling
on d Missouri law restricting
abortions did not take away a
woman's right to seek the
procedure.
"My personal opinions are
my own. They have changed
over the years," said Thompson, who was accompanied by
his wife, Jayne, and daughter,
Samantha.
Pagele.l9ailyBg.YIlt.i;m,Jlfir,14, I~

and then he became chief
justice of the United States,"
Thompson said.

media coverage and it was not
unusual to see a picture of
Thompson jogging along a
parade route in a T-shirt, beer
can in hand, greeting the
voters.
He married his former
student and law clerk, Jayne
Carr of Oak Park, on June 19,
1976. A daughter, Samantha
Jayne, was born Aug. 3, 1978.

BUT ON THURSDAY.
Thompson said he realized his
dream was just that - a
dream.
"I've wanted to be president
since tbe age (If nine,"
Thompson said. "In the heart
of every politician, there is
that dream. I am now convinced it won't happen."
Tbompson built a reputation
as a tougb prosecutor who
went after crooked politicians.
More than 350 public officials
and 1:.eir associates were
indicted during his term (D
various charges of official
cOlTUption.
He obtained convictions
against several Democrats
close to the late Chicago
Mayor Richard J. Daley, but
was catapulted to the forefront
of Illinois politics when he
obtained the conviction of U.S.
Court of Appeals Judge Otto
Kerner, a former Illinois
governor, on conspiracy
charges involvinl, race track

THOMPSON RAN against
token opposition in the 1976
primary and then, in the
general. election, swamped
Democrat Michael Howlett, a
popu1ar long-time state official
who had defeated Gov. Daniel
Walker in the primary.
Thompson was elected 39th
governor of Illinois by a
margin of nearly 1.5 million
votes, the largest plurality in
sta te gubernatorial history.
He became governor on Jan.
10, 1977, and was immediately
mentioned as a possible
candidate for president.
During the special, two-year
ierm, Thompson's kept up his
"get tough" image by signing
into law a new death penalty
law
and
legislation
establishing stiffer sentences
for serious crimes like rape,
armed robbery and kidnapping.

stock.

THOMPSON
BECAME
known in the Chicago area as a
"giant-killer" who was trying
to clean up politics. He announced his resignation in 1975
and his intention to run for the
1976 Republican nomination
for governor.
Thompson, careful to
cultivate the news media, was
dubbed "Big Jim" by reporters because of his Moot-4 and
a haH height and 22O-pound
weight. He received extensive

HE EASILY WON reelection, this time to a fouryear term, in November 1978,
again prompting speculation
he would seek: the 1980
Republican nomination for
president. He repeatedly
dmied he was a candidate and
eventually campaigned for
Ronald Reagan.
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DIRECTORY
For Sale:
Auto

eI)
eI)

Parts&S~es

o

Motor"ycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bicyles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Real Estate
Antiques
Books
C..meras
Computers
Elecl10nics
Furnilure
Mu,ical
PelS & SupoJies
Sporting Goods
Misccllaneous

_ _

HclpWantcd
Employment Wanted
~ en'iccs Offered
Wanted
Adoption
wst
Found
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320SAg162
1981 BUICIC REGAl V6. Low IlL.
oc. PO. casso mary new paIS. - y

YAMAHA VISON 55OCC. 1982.
5500 mil.... eomplele ferring.
perfect oond.. $1450, 457-6286,

~OO:N:'C~$'.:9..2:3s:ond.

f~8¥&wA CR25O~~!~

m"luI.$1600.Cal98S-6739.
7-26-112
442Mel79

m.~ ~~~~~
'.a1.

=:

while w>lh blue
$1500.
529.3830.
Z.'B-I!9
556Mcl81
1985 HOI~DA SPREE Scoot .. ,.
excelent condt.onl $;,50 obo. Cal
day/eveMlgMoroco. 549-1759,
!}=2-89
448lk183

ale. mary eo<1ralI 63._ hwy ri.

$3700 obo. 457-6434.
7-26-119
4423AgI79
1975 CI-RYSLER t-EWPORT. 400
engine. auto. Grem for lowing.
$400. m ....285.
7_1.4.89
44J6Ag173
1~80 O£VY CITATION. 6 cyI. .(
door, 0110. pb. PO. ale. rocio. new
Iir.... $1199. <A 529·2855.
1::20=89
44Z?AglZlt
1979 ORYSlER NEW YORKER.
Mant condihon. all electrical
opIiIn. $1200 abo. 549-5630.
7-26-89
5S64Aa179

317 N.lllino/s Ave

Family Special
Extra Lg. 2 Topping Pizza w/4 Botdes of Soda

.

Ca~! 549-6150
We deliver food and video movies.

1974 FORD ECONOLNE, Racial

"ed

- . rebWr molor.
wen \>al.
$9000b0.m-5641.
7-28-89
4326Aa181
1980 IO-DA CMC LX. Q/c. _
1m racio. rear wiKIow defrOll. 5
Jpd. new _ . 289-3886.

7.'4.ll9

GOV'! HOMES FROM $1 (U
repa~l. O....q ...nl tox proper,."
repoueasioo... 11180>687-6000
Ext Gl{.9501 for anent repel
9·7-89
399:lAf4
COII'J HOMES FROM $1. (U

.1.

R~:~C~ Iii :rff;;J~

6000 Exl. GH..9501 for currenl
repa"'l.

396M!??9

9-2S-!!9

BEAUT. ONE YEAR old ' - on
3.65 wooded ocr ... steam _
deck. - ' . $37.SOO, WiD sen

=

conlracl lor deed. Low down

and inter"". 5Zj~ir1i.

4O'Q~

1985 NISSAN 3OOlX. 5 opel, red.
40.""" mi, new tir ... J-Iopa.

~<

'.:

$9500, <Am-7373. 9-5,
j 7-28-89
4196Ag181

~~i~:~~
CaI.....,.;"go, S49 -6354.

()

Here's a tasty guide to AU the Italia~, AU the
Mexican, and AU the SaW you can eat.

r-------------------,
: $2.50 wi Purchase :
: Of Large Drink wi «\UPOn:
:

tf~9Darrr!. 549-11~~~74

~~Jt~SAN SENTRi38g~

Pizza • Subs • Salads

$999

Z.J4J!2
44 I PAt: I 73
1982 YAMAHA 400 Am .. rican
Hettage model. low mi. NIl gr_

19116 HClND.t. ax SI • .,.. - .
red. air. power sun roof. ste,eo;
68k mi,. exc. cone!. NegotoabJe.
1-901-587-6593.
7-18-89
MlaAgl74
1979 O£VY MALllU, Cbuic 4 a.

S

SI700, 549-2816.

~~~~:.co~~~!:~~~

GOVERNMENT SElZED VEHIClES
from $100, Fords. Me,ceC»..
Corvettes. O>evys. Supla. Buy...
~~t 01805-687-6000 Ext 50

r:r~ a-t 5~~~IZ3
1981 GRAt-DPRlXV6.oc.anv'1m
_ . one 0_. cIe<.l. 88-"""
7.il!;5O abo. 5~-a.lll~Ag1Z4

11"\.>....

Ride., Needed
Riders Needed
Autlnn & Sales
Yard Sale Promo
Free
Business Opportinitics
Entertainment

;!~}; .•·~ J;~t~,@~:)~'~Jt~•·. .·~; ;~!~>J;rAn~ :~;~:?:~ I~:.;:~:r:m:o~.I:~:w:~ : ~'t:

el) 1.:~a~::·'1

e
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For Rent
Apartment
Houses
Mobile Homes
Townhomes
Duplexes
Rooms
Roommates
Mobile Home Lots
Business Property
Wanted 10 Rent
Sublease

7-18-89
4451!Ag!7.4
1982 OIDS ooTA 88.
M ••
good.
mMap., $950 obc..

"eat

Save $1.29

After Midnight:
2 hamburgers for 99(:
Sun. Thurs.
lOan~4am

Fri. IS. Sat.
Warn-Sam

~9-5.493,

-C

Z-2J&l
44S6A,IU
19aA TOYOTA CAJ.AAY. .( <k. 5opd.
ale. am-fm. cr....e, ps. ph, 35
mpg. mU4' . .U, $4150. Call

_ _

: : ft'6&i'~s~~f9{ery

(J)

549·3996,

1.21-89

5'jOOAq1ZZ
1981 TOYOTA CORO"LA .plS

Irn7-~I4-8=9==,..",.",,,,5,,,4,.,9§,,,,Ag,,,1,,,,Z3,,,,,,

Slra.

oao.

7-14.89
4042Ag173
2 BDRMS. CLEAN. fURNISHED.
anchored ar.d skirted. Oo.e 10
~. 529-5505.

{elffs:
12X55, PAY4f>WAg!~_
Ow....-leav.lg. ale. good cond.

' - capel, 5~9-6598 ........
~
411BAgll4

10X50 NEW WINDOW and

underplllnmQ. low utillt..... Only
$2500, 529-4995.
7_n'!!9

•en H[:':~~a~*!:E~~E':':J] 5~JYi?i~~

....

L ___________________
Exp: 7/31/89 ~:

'*01.

12X65 2 BDRM. c:a:petod. cen. ...
dose to camp05 .. musl he to
appreCIate, $4300
549-

eI)

O II

STEllE THE CAR DR, Mobile
mechantc:. He makes hOIA. eQis.
549-6324.
7·'M9
4381Ab17S
JOYOTA REPAIR A!.SO, ...
COlO. 76. 1501 We.t M.a,n.

ed,.....

529·2302.

S920AglU

12X552 eDI1M r-EW ....ouQhout.
New Olr, c.rpts. oak cabmets.
Weatherized. opp~Qnc••. portly
furn, a ... 10 SIU. ",door pool ..
pen. Gra<!.otllQ must .01, $5300
0I>0,549.1547,Keeplryong,
Z-26-119
4425119179

°1[~~~~~~I, It!);§

ReaiE~~t~··

···j!l.

14.1;';1#:1'

~--~~~~--~~'I

'I

162 SEAUTIFLl ACRESI Located 31 r:-""""--"""'=""""'="'""'~
mle. Nonh of Ama. f'g,wa\· 51
A· ...
·t· ..
enl,ance w"h unl"M.d proper",·":

I'·'

~~~t~fr~~t~:~OoOn 1.w~f s~d~nl~~
p,oporly. C,ty waler <1<011. alonll
both roods. Two hou.es. e>CTe"".e
improvement>. $173.CXX!. Olleooeo
Real ESlole Sur vices. Phone
2
aft",5 pm. 433!!Ah1" '

rtiif

rt··.............

pa mens.

! I;;;.. ~""""--,"","",~.:...c.,;;=,-,-,-",,,,-~
TO? COAlE LOCATIONS. 1 and 2
bdrm furn. opts .. no pet•. Call
684-4145
8..2_69

396BSa183

! ~~:~~~~r;~ ~~n~

1···~~0~.~~~::1J I ~~::~:leA:T:y:~~r;;:~
loIS more.

II ~~:0~/;20'00~r.~: ~jdr~1-

7-14.!l9
358JA1173
ACER 710 COMPUTER .y.tem;
20MB hard <i»k. Oludato l'>n"ter.
Wo,d Perfecl S.O. S J 895. Dala
Comm Sy>tem< 529·2563.
7'!+89
412!lAIJ73

14577
8-2.§9
405000183
GREAT PRlaS ON 1 and 2 bd-m
opt. &. houn •. furn or unfurn.
capet. cr. w<ier. t1 town and OLt.
457.4608.457-6956.

from canpuo. At 41 0 W. freem<>n

IBM COMPATIBLE SYSTEM 64OK.

~r2d5gr5:·9:t~.r,er.

3 bdrm $475 pe' mo .• 2 bdrm

~.~~:~~~.:. [~~~£~~~i~~

1'. .

II

i •••••

~ur~~t~r~· •. ·•. . •. J ~~~:f~~I~~~~
I

JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND U•• d
furn,'ure Old RI. 13 W. Turn South
01 MIdland Inn T,,'ern. go IhIee
mieo. 549.... 978.
8-2..89
4053An183
MISS KlTTY'S GOOD. de,", .. ed
fur",tur. >2 oIfordable pnc... 104
Ea.t Jacleon St .• C<ri>ondaIe.
7·21..89
417'>AolZZ
SPIDER'#E!l • BUY AND .... ",ed
lurniture and anlique•. Soulh on
Old 51. 549·1782.
7.28-89
4272Ao181
Ql.HN SIZE WATERSED S 125. 2
>Judy desks. eIedR: Iypewriter.lo...
seal. $20. Cal 529-3486.
].l.4-!19
4445&173
5000-30.000 BTU AlCo. electrIC
range. 4 cu. ft. Irdge. table and ..

7.2"-"9
4442Bo179
5 BDRM. 606 S. Fore>!. n..n .. IU".
color TV. no po". Fall loa...
I 549.... 265. 457.7782!p9..89
4450BgZ
HICKORY GLADE IN D.soto ..
wath the ciiv•. Theoe wokepl. 5
yerr old. 2 b&aooms ....tIl ~
hookup• ..al A"'P' 01 Oltt S265
mO"thiy.457-332l.
7.21..89
4467BglZZ
PARK TOWt-E fOR pro/e"ion"".
2 extra large bedroom>. kilchens
and dunng room. Room to I7ON.
W'* cut pc.-cne.. exira storage >2
no .>CIra charge. $395. One
bec:toom at $295. 457-3321.
7-21-82
MMMIV
TRAILS WEST IS r7eat for grads.

I
I

I

Qulel 2 be«oo_ beh.. d Chnic.
oifer new C2Pef. lighted pcrlilg.
....ny. economy &Ia11\g QI $335

chait". couch. fecLIl.r~ anhqlJe
wa-drobo. 529-3874.
7-1M9
4487&173

monthly. 457·3321.
7.2]..89

4468!\g1V

'!::'::::;~~~~':::::::9 ~j;~O:5.~~:E.
absoUeIy no

WANTED USED BASSES and
Store wide ... il
prog..... Cwor .,and. $9.99. PA
ren/cis. recordilg sJvdios. IeSiORS.
OJ rentcis. lighhng. Sound Core
Mtaic 122, S. 1Irois, Corbondala.
457-5641.
7.14-89
3991Ao173
GUITAR. BASS AND Theory
Ioosono. Rdo 5.\9-6140 or GoIclon
Freb 457-8321.
7.21-89
4170AoJU
BATTLE OF THO Bauls 1989 sign
~ """,II Sfa
for the beot
guota- play. HoI kU con'''''. "'Il'1
'" nowIl Wcned used keyboa-do
and Ixaoes. Conloel Saund cor.
Muste:. 122 S. 111 .. 0 ... Cdole
457-5641.
fb;1.A9
'i529Ap9

EffiCIENCIES CLEAN. WELmOilllained. and AlC wth m""y
loc"'""" woh., wakmg cklonce

.lHa2
396S!1g182
SuMMER AND FALL 910 W.
Sycamorft. Incl. ull1ities and
pr"""" cable TV. Bar_ rales
vea rOllld. Lmted _ . Elf. I.
2. 3 bd-m. For appI. 457~ 193.
~
3959!lg183
80N~:JE
OWEN PROPERTY
M<loogemenl. I> 16 E. Man. 5292054. Cal .. for y .... lenlai mel
manaoome~lt needs. We or.,.
offering special s.umm&r rotH.
~-.g for various apu. oval lor
fal.
7.14-89
397:>!\olZ3
GEORGETOWN APTS LOVELY.
newer furn .• unfum.. for 2. 3 ...
people. Very nocel Open 1~5:30.
<29·2187.
~9
S902Ilq176
CAR&Qto.C)A1f SPACIOUS STUDIO
Apb. Separale uchen. MIg cna
I!. lui halhroom. cw cona.tlOll. near
campul. IQundry facildle,. fr.
p.,ru,g.
F.sh.ng on propen,r.
LtlCoin V;lago Apto. S. 51. 112 bit
S. of PIecaanJ HHd 549-6990.

fiL::'~:~t.!~·t.e,,~~~.::il
POMERANIANS fOR SAI.F..
Parenti can be hen. AdorQbJe
pupp'el. Call 529-2435 or
536-6315.

446 2Ap18]

'1""'''

, . ""··,·,,.,.··· . . ·········,,···,": ...·:· . ··:1

i,,!!~.~~·~.~~~~,·.·.;,··).]

SENING REAL ESTArE. 2 bdrm.
lownho .... e •• unfurn. Rent $475SSOO. Cal 457·2134.
7·28-89
4195Bo181
QUAliTY. CLEAN. QUEI. I and 2
bd-m apartmonls. Clooe to canpu&.
A·.orobIo Fa!. 68 4-6060.

Various cotors and

Stze$.

Reasonably pn<;ed. 529·5505.
7_14=B9

4QZlArl73

RAILROAD liES. LANDSCAPE.
goYden or terrace. ~~~ 093. You

badmelhcul

c.

NICE 1&'2 BEOkOOM n..""hed
oportrttenb. Close to Campul at
606 E. pal;. J-89~33.
~2'iJ\9
43938a$

;XJ>la.

delnce .aIad ba. CoK
beIW>d cou,' hou.e ., No:

7.25-89
4 1!l}ArJ78
I'U.ASJ(I SECRETARY DESK $650.
8X38 trater $400. Io,.....,t/bed
$225. 457-83524212&183
S-2.§9
AIR CONDITIONERS. 5000 BTU
J lOV. $65; 11.000 BTU IIOV.
S165; 18.000 STU 220V. $185;
32.000 8TU 220V. $285.

rImperial Mecca"""
Now LeasIng
Summer &. Fall

42?2MI
POTTERS KI(:K WHEEL lor .ole.
stone and wood con&lruchon. $60.
Cal 827....<.25.
7-1+82
M20ArlZ3

I

r

I

"'"

:~l~L
RENTALS
Ofiict: At:
501 E. College

furnished

\..

457~422...1

C'doie/M'bofO area.

'0

549~294.

1.Wl9
S497flg173
lARGE 1 BDRM apL. country
1Mng. 549.7391. before 6 p<n
7·2M2
~
LUXURY THREE BlDROOM ,de,1
for facul'y. neo. Ca!>ondale cWe.
.......ootely OCCt.palCy edt. $450
mo. 5429-436;.
9.15-89
553Of\g19
PRICED RiGHT APTS. ;"'o4e, and
trale" il CdaIe and 0", of C",,~
1. 2. and 3 bdrm. furn . . .nmer or
fa!. 529-3581 or 529·1820.
7.21-89
4465Bo177
1 AND 2 BDRM. at cond.. 202 E.
CoUege. no pelS. 457·5923. 5
bIocU from tan1P'J$.
7.19-89
4435BalZ5
lARGE 2 SORM q'",' area near
Carbondale C~.mc. LeaSing now
Ihru 101. $355 up. 549-6125 or
549-8367.
7- 14:82
4043BolZ3
nOst TO SIJ. 2 1xI-m. ~ted.
fum. <>c. waolv'.ryer. color IV. no
pelS. ""'" be neat. 457·7782.
7.14-6 2
3284BalZ3
ONE 8DRM FURNISHED apt.
Carpeled. cenlral he<trl o~
cor.dt.onog. 457.7782.
.
~M?
3961Bo183
MARRIED. GRAD .• PROFL.. 1-2
bdrm ",,"I. nce. unfun.. alc. low
u<ihes. 1 mleRl. 13. l2 mo Ioaoe.
5~598-.

7-18-89
41171!g174
AUG. WALK TO compus. extra
nice.-'um. ..... andopls. 1.3.4
bd-ml. No pelS. 549-.4808.
7.18-89
.«l91Ba1Z4
NICE 2 BEDROOM "parlmenl.
529·5294.
ibM?
4326f!g163
.. BLCXXS TO CAMPUS. 3 bdrm.
furn. welltep/. no pet•. 12 mo
Ioaoe. 529-3076.684-5917.
8-U9
4:w&183
DI.N>I ms. S~..o1O 1 &. 2 bdrm
opts. Pool. I ....... an.! basi<etlxt
courl$. laundromot. 205 S. lew;.
LA. 457·2~3. Mf.
8-?9-!!9
4095BoZ
NEAR REC CENTER. Brand new
Energy effte"'nt 2/3 bedroom.
Ale.. $,\40 per mo. Avodabl.
/JwgJsf 15. 549...4935.
7.27-89
5?36!lq180
API. lARGE 2 IlORM. of:. prwaIe

carporr. MwIy remodeled.
_.traoh.andlteal.lurnishedl

p<rho.

1/2 mi. from campus. very que!
area. ie.sporwble peraons ordy.
Cal 529-4305.
8-22-!19
~
NICE SPACIOUS. ENERGY
ollie ...... 1vrntshtK! or ",,!urn'ihed.
I bdrm. Q'-'eI ....... 457.5216.
8-22-89
436011g?

I

4_
4_Carbondale

s.

4135._

SS20

610 N. Spru,ger $500
SI6W.Pecan

S3SO

:ria

1104 N. CarIco

$300

••

702 N.Ja."es

$250

~boSS

one bedroom
and effidendes

Clean. quiet, walking
distance to campus.
I year lease, no pelS.
Perfect for prof. or
grad students.

Indudvs:
Carpet &. AIr
Laundry fadIItJes

olBlRM Unfurnished $27S

Water. TtaSh &. Sewer

oJBlRM FuraisIIed $JOG

·2BlRM Ullfumisbed $350

Shown by

Call Martin Rentals
at

flppointrmmt
only

I... 549-6

TWO ONE BDRM apl•. 3
of
Carbondale.

_s

E.

qUiet

neighborhood, pets ok., some- vld

pO<!. $! 50 a mo. pUs sec"-'r. Cali
937·2971 alter 5 pm
7_19-89
4'3<iPQJ7~
Nia. t-EWER 1 bdrm. lurn. I or 2
people. 509 S Wall or 313 E.
freeman Summer of I~. 529·3581
or 529·1820.
7.21-89
4454Bal77
NICE ONE BDRM opt. 304 w
Sycamore. fUin. $150 summer,
$250 faJ and spmg 529·3581
M63Ba!77
7.21-89

IN QUIET CARl(. 2 m, E 01
Corbon<hle. 12x65. 2 bdrm. "."
«upel. dec. and ,hed. SI90 pe'
month 457-7355
].20-89
4~5lBr176
GRAD STUDENT HOUSING 2
bdrm. qu,., pock. $125 depo,".
$165 mo. 12 mole<ose. 549-2401
Z:.l±!:.0
4049Bc 173
<XTRA ."ICE 1 AN!) 2 bam .. J2
and 14 WIde.. capeted. lurn. a".
necr COli\.'"lUS. avoi. $UtTVner or ral.
no poi>. 549'{)491.
fl-25:!l9
.4.QZ2fk5.

I10USES FOR SUMMER or lo~. 3
or 4 bd,ms. 1 ml. to SIU
549·2258
7.J4::69
41238b17j
RARE OPPORTUNITY. 2 l>e.1oo,.,.
2 bolh. profe .. ,onol only. AC. fn
place. many [11(;0 e<lras 1 me E.
RI. 13.549-6593 e'..
7_1M9
41200bJ7J
1 BEDROOM WITH study. qu,et
N,W. netghb~rhood. ale. large
shady yord. ~e,fec! lor couple.
S245. 529·2013. 457·8194.

~utt'!.O; ~~;.2;~'~~i

t1Jfr

4455Bb6
3 BEDROOM NEAR Ihe Rec

""os. 549-8238.

Center, cedar beamed cedtngs.

FURNISHED HOUSES FOR rent. 4
bdrm. "0 pets. a,e>Ioble. Aug 16.
611 W. Cherry Cal4S7·7 427
7.IM9
402Sf\h173
CDALE. $600 A mo. For 501.
S59.~OO. 4 bd-m. no leose. pel, or
waterbed.. 804 S. Oo..,nd. 457·
5438.
7-25-89
4189BbJ78
EXTRA NICE 4 bdrm. I"," house at
422 W Sycamore. cenL ('"Ir,
washer/aye". open..,gie go:-0ge.
free

mowmg.

no

Call

pelt..

000k!"p,549-6598

,\o'f!'!$

~

PH?

CARBONDALE. FURN. 3 bdcm.
0/ c. ,,/d $45C mo. Tr.eo '""9le
wornen preferred 457-6538

air.

ne,ghborhood. _ery clean. 0".
oppL. fv'l. 315 c~'ndo Dr.. S480
permo. ~29·1G2~. 549·2702.

eoa

684-4145.
8-2-89
431ZBbJ83
DiSCOlNT HOUStNG 2 3. and 4
bdrm houses. carport, some

w"'""" and .ryero.
free mowng.
no pots. Two
W. of C,,* Day>
In.

1m. Ca'l684-4145.
!l-2.§2
4'l2JP,b163
VERY t-EAA CAMPUS. 3 bd-m n..n
rou.e at 317 S. Oakla>d. w""'",.
dry ... wndow 0<. free mowng. no
pelS. Cal 684-4 145.
8-2.89
43J8Bbl83
4 BLOCKS TO CAMPUS. Wei kepI.
furn .• 3 bdrm. 12 mo. 1e00e. no
pel>. 529-3076. 684-5917.
b-2-89
4341&183
NeE SPACIOUS All brdt. enerfll
effic;ent. 3 or S berm. qutel a-oa.
457·5276.
8-22&9
4359Bb2
SM';:.L 1 ROOM hou... $160
month pits depooj. 687-4349
7·m9
,238BbI76
NICE 2 BEDROOM w"h .tudy.
Guet profeu.onal ~orh"""
1001 Johnoon SI. leaoe. de_'
no pels. 549·74-47.
7.m2
4371Bb176
NICE 3 BDRM. 2 balh. 2 car
fum. cenlrai air. close 10
~ No pelS. 457·5266.
B.?-!!9
4312Sb183
AUG .. WALK TO camp ... e>1ro
rice. fum. houseo and ap15. 1.3. 4
bdrms. No pets. 549-4808.
8-28-89
J434!\b6
3 SDRM FURN. Clean. qUI.t
neIghborhood. "'vo/.. A"lI' \ 5.
549·71527.14:82
4439f\h173
I BEDROOM WITH study. qu,el
NW. neiijhborhood. ale.
ohody vard. perfect for coupl••
$245. 529·2013 • .f57-8194.
549·3973.
11-28-82
4455§b6
3 BDRM AlC. porI. lurn. a,a,1
AU90.t 15. $425 0 monlh.
549-3483.
5532Bb177
PHl9

8-2_69

lG

3

SDRM

~li~i

3
6:;'=nmO.

~
qUlel

ParkVtew Mobile Homes. 9C::' E
Pork. Showng Mf J :30-5pm or by

house.

oppI. 529·132~

7.19.89

4007Wli

BDRMMf~!~~. ~~~~'l!.""~ab~~q.,~~:

~~ l:~;:i8 f.l 1
$-2-8'1'
W8Bb 18 3
COAlE HEAT PUMP. 3 bdr
2
baths
Emorald lane.
n..ghb"rhood. AVOIL Auguol 15.
g~9rd11y· 457.3325\71&181
SMART AND SHARP. 3 bdrm. 2
bath. flrepioc:e. deck wid. gaago.

~n

G:~ar

I
i

101. of tr .... Ijood .eled<>n aound
$140 per bd-m. 2 bks from low""
on Pork. Manager I,ve, on

fo"5E"P~~~ ~

pm. 529.1324

.
.
4008f\r175
29 YEARS IN Moble Home and
Spoce Rental.. Fo< knowledge of

I 7.19M

;~i.l~4o":erB;:bOnPmSS75 mo. ~~~: ~~m~~e.w;thN~

7.28-89

SYOOb181

~~~~ ~~ ~E ~a~:

Olr. CQ'j)e!ng. lawn mow.-g. $4<-5.

~k218.549.3930. 5569f\h183
COUNTRY L!'/NG 2 . . . """' 01
CdaIe.7 bdrm. unfum. 529.3581
0
Of 52 .1820.
F &9
,4476178

:::":';:1

.:.~~~::.~~=

=p~ 2~e 3~(p'::

457-6405. ac-.t pork to ccrnpus
"'own. 616 E. Pork. St. Roxanne
Mob,le Home Par.· clole '"
~. RI. 51 South. 4O?:llk183
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING 2
I>.tm. Mn. ideal for couples ~d
~ I1Ud. No pelS. 549·4808.

r,JjS~.

_age.

""Il"

395BBrlB3

CARBONDALE NiCE CLEAN 2
bdrm hr.nooed. <Dr. Col 529·2432
'" 684-2663.
7·14-69
4055Bcl73
1. 2 BDRM F'JRN.. ac. w~a kep•.
dean. qu<el courl. close to c·znp",.
a_ol. summer & fol. ""omer .", ...
water lu:n. 529·1329.
~
4J!3!H83
2 8. 3 BDRM. Clean. ''''',ng.
anchon.. (.urnls-hed, and more.
AvOllobIe "OW E. Park. No pel$
529·5505
7,)4-69
4068p".J73
2.BLOCKS fROM lOw,"" on Pork 2
bdrm fumohed. capeted. ale. g......
opplonc ... coble TV. very qulel .
m<llla\Ier I,.. on prernoses. Shoded
loIS. Slatng at $210 per mo. Next
10 Wosh Hou$e lOl,lndromot.

8-21-89
47Z!lBbl
4 BD<M. 2 balh. bg rcoOlT'~. front
porch. go. he,f. wId ~04 E
C:>Iege $540/n·on.985-2567.

684-4145
!l-2-B9
4319Bb183
COALE. 3 BDRM fum nou,", 01 822
W. KeMICO". Waohe,/dryer. open
sngte gCJ'oge, bosenent. Window
free mowing, no pets,

fb2..89

large ~v",g r"om. no pel•. $465
529.2013.457-8194.549·3973.
8-28-89
4452Bb6
SMAU 2 BDRM h"",o ",.de Ifaler
pork. Clean. qooel. a/c. S240 per
mo. Call G,eg. 457·3586 or
529.1539
8-29-89
44515h7
3BD<M. 2SATH. o:<.unn.... orp!.
q.el. $450 mO. 12 .no. lease. wId

il~/ ~R~~~ ~I~nt'::
Ret C ....... 549-8294.
7.14-69
SA98!k173
FURNISHED 1 8DRM 8x40. 1
person oriy. no pelS. Gon Coy Rei.
....,. r.d. $\20. 542.... 344.

~~~

LARGE 3 8EDROOM. :< baIh Ilea'
!he Roc. Ceder. Cal 52\l-4.t44.

7.1M9
4?2OOclZA
3 1lDRM. 2 BATH. QI( cond.. very
spacIOus. W~J rent or .... CoB
457-<S033.
8-21-82
~
N1G 2 8DRM n..n. AlC. dose 10
CampUl. mlJSl....
No pet•.
457-5266.
4244&\1\3
B:2.~

wel?",,~2~1

1·3 BR
"""t parIr.. ale. h..n1Shed. $145$21)0 m"nlh. 687-4983. 687·
hl73 .
Z:2b12.S'll :llklZi
DEEP DISC0i.iNl FOR summer. 2
bdrm. clean. qUIet. o/c. carpet.
$100. Southwoods Pork. 457·3586
or 529·1539.
7.1M9
4JS9BcJ73
UA\. fOR SINGI.ES\ "'voi now !
summ~rl \al\ , 'bdrm rum.. c.\eaI..
no Pf'i$. 9 mo. con/nXI S 135 RIO.
oummer. $145 mo. fat Between
StU and Logan. 549-66 12 days.
549·3002 nsim7.2IHl9
.4.ll2.ils:..Il
FOR RENT • FlJI!NISHED mobIle
home.. for Itrmmer O( fall In
Roxanne and Ghsson Courts.

Chaies Walloce. Tr '3 Roxanne
O. S Hwy 51. 457·1995.
8:-2-89
4158&t.\U

More For Your Rent Dollar
Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

~M1\.

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

C40B.OiLi'* :• FP.EE
~~~~:.o;
LAWN SERVICE
HOMES

•

SALES

•

L!,!IE£ Bus 10 SI.U

)

~If
~

•

LOCKED POST
OFACEBOXES
FREE CITY. WATER & SEWAGE
FREE TRASH PICK-UP
INDOOR POOL

North Highway 51

free Bus to SIU
. - . . :::...:
-

~~

~~
~~

211W. .ttMlnlt.

fIPfIRTMEHTS

No pets

apartments.

~300 mo.

549·712001 993-2221 aft. 5 pm.
9·25::89
442 i flg26
2 BDRM APT5 .. 400 S. Graham.
p Ice5 from $220
$300. lurn.
cbse 10 reo. 529·3581.
7.25::89
4477flg178
2 OR 3 BDRM. 409 W. P.. an.
lurn. no pe... 2 block> from
hO$poIa'. 522·3581 0< 529· J 820.
7.25-89
W6flg178
FURN. 1 BDRM su,t •• bl. lor 1
pe"on. Gi>nt C'y Rd .. ,oar mal
Le<»e reqUIred. no pe.. 549-4344.
Z-2 Hl9
552Zfh!7Z
I AND 2 BEDROOM. Clo.e 10
motl. 1 mile fl.lm Rec. Center

FurnIshed.

Effic:ir.DCY A.partmenu

Clean,

529·2954.
Z:l".Jl9
4411BqlZ5
2 BD~I.. uNFURN apL. water.

1,~"·II....I

CJean&.~

wen maintained,

1 I!. 3 SDRM APTS on M.l1 51
from carropw. ~ome utlhl~e$
4ndudf.d, furn 0\1<011. for falt Ca~

OCf0s.5

-HousIng lor the
Serious Student"

Larg.el~

&.MobikHomes

43W,.,115

(~p~,ty
~1.;;;=I~=~~lR;;;=;;5;4';-3;O;OO===-=sr
'-=',29:2620 r;

for

S:{;l·35631.01li 9 PIll
~

.,

~

!\.?4fl9

8-2.§9.;,-".~

WAlT'S GREAI ?1lY-

~

~--~

METAl fOR SKJ!TING • ..dong. and
alC.

Cal 684-41.\5.
39698aJ83

frem campus. Cal 451.... 4~2.

sea""

7-2B-{!9

POts.

8-2-ji9

acO\IIItC guota-s.

Cl05E TO CAMPUS & doWnlowr..
2 bd,m unl". $300 and $350
mOnlh. 529·430 i or 457·5312.

610
..J

FOR RENT- Clo;e to Campus
I-BEDROOM

403 W. Elm 14
4021/2 E. Hester
410 1/2 E. Hester
2·BEDROOM
504 S. Ash apt. 1
91 I N. CarIco
408 W. Cherry Ct.
409 W. Cherry Ct.
520 S. Graham
509 1/2 S. Hays

402 1/2 E. Hester
406 112 E. Hester

2-BEDROOM

3-BEDRCX>M

457-480]

Availclble
Fall &.. Summer 1989

after 6 p.m.
for appoiutmer.l

529-1082

'------'

4·BEDROQM

410 E. Hester
400 W. Oak 1 t. 12 212 Hospital Or.
507 t/2 W. MaIn (bk) 300 N. Oakland
505 W. O:Jk
400 W. Oak 13
505 N. Oakland
5 t 4 N. Oakland
Tower-OldRr.51 4OOW.0ak11.12
300 N. Oakland
4-BEDRUOM
5-BEDROQM
30t N. Springer
505 S. Beveridge 510 S. BeverIdge
12. 14
510 S. Beveridge 300 E. College
3·BEDROQM
300 E. College
305 Crestview
408 W. Cherry Q.
305Crestvlew _~t4N.~
409 W. Cherry Q.
503 S. Hays
6 7 BEDROOM
520 S. GralwTI
511 S. Hays
400 W. <Rk
511 5. Hays

I

dl

eRA;)

STUDENTS

9

mooth

C()I..N">ElOR TO PROVIDE ser", ...
to rlXtCNIa{ aOO out 01 con~o! yovth
& thetr families. Dut,oJ. 'nclu-de
eo..nse~g. CCBe management, (.nd
cns.i$ Interven'lon services.
Qualification, are Q B.AI In Q

contrQct. 1 bed. f\,tr .... deon. no
pets A,ol. now 0< lat $145 per
mQ, located \/2 way DetweMl

loga. C~ end 0;:') 00 PJ, 13.
549-66 12 dar>. 549-3002 ngh:s.
7-2e.-89
4282&181
GOOD CHOICE. 10-12·1 4 ft
wde. 2 <N 3 bdm. Pnc;es $lor! '"
$125. Col 529-4444.
~1-89

humOh services field and 2 yrs.

Send reaumes marked SO::
Counselor Position to. Youth
SerVICeS !'ragan Cc.ordonotor. 604
E. Colege, Catboodcie. IL 62901.

4363fkJ77

COUNTRY L:vIN3 2 mles east of
C'dole. 10xSO. a/c. (err,
529-3581 0< 529-182".
pY'9
5M~.ll

WIth youth..

(:OIAl$oing elq)en&nce

Deodlon. for applocohoflO July 25.
1989. EOE.

447:jjic178
2 BDRM ",ob~e home on

7-21&9

44t5(177

AIRliNES N0W HIRING. Floght

Wlow, CIeaol. q,>eI. alc.
prov. OO:''''iI. S 180. :"011 Greg
457·3586", 529·1539
B-3M9
55Z3!\;8
~;:'!VA.!E ~ aT FURN. 2 m., S. No
pels. $225 1.'10. oat ~. wid. 2
!:>'*'n. 12x;S. b:cel..,t. 457·7685
~-~
~ 1~ W.

Attendonts,

Travel

A!}enrs.

""'.chanks. Cwtomer Service.
Ushngs. SoIorieo 10 $IOSK. Enlry
level p<»ihoos. CoB III 805-6876000 Ext. A-9501.
2-2}S9
59??QS

,

I ~5~i~~E~J~~~
$d~'~~~
Ext. R·9501 lor current
687~~OO

I.dercibt.
9-5-89
3479(12
AIRliNES NOW HIRING FIoght

attendant.s..
,Tavel
agents.
mechaniCS, customer service.

2 BED~OOM. A/C, ""fum, au .. t.
:\Ce. 1 rn. F Rr. ; 3. 12 mo. ktas.e.
5411-65,S
~Io pet.

e_

~

UstOlgs, Solar •• to S105~. Entry
Io,el positions. Col 805-687·6000
Ext.A9501
9.5-89
3480( J 2
EARN MONEY READING booksl
$30.000 yr. Income pOlenlto!.
De:ais. 1-<105-687-6000
9.5-89
379JCJ2
MAlE SMOKtRS AI..c> Nonsmol<....
lor osrudy oirhe "ltect.of ogaello
.moI:ng on physoogy. mood. o.d
blood ch"mGtry. INor>SlTlOl<ers "'"
required to ,""",,,.I Must be 21 to
35 yeas oIi 1S(}'190 bs. \'/~ wI
pay qvahi.ed unok"" $1.0 for

4 11 9pdl74

CONTEMPORARY PROFESSiONAl
2 be<i-oom lowrJ-lom~. :1"'~ the
C'c!ale Chrllc . .t\!! appliance3cathed,aI c,.;Ja,,,, W,~, ..., bgh!S.
pr,vote fenced patIOS. 529-2013,
457-<1194
6-28d'9

44 <3&j6

3 £.EDROOM. 2 1!~ BATH. Grad
prof. to shae wtIl on~ groi.
5225 mo, Tom. 549- 1:05

or

l=.l2:1l£ _ _ ~

participation

11'1

hve morr,,;-og

.....""". nonunokero $30 lor <.no

c-.,u

SiUC P,ychQloQ)'
Oepatment. 531- "30 I.
~
4"i&IP
seUlOn.

EA~N

MONEY READING 8000.1
$30.000 yr . •ncome poten, >1.

Delais III (,05-687-6000 Ext. y95Ol.
7-20;89
3Q92C 176
GOV'T JOBS $16.040 - $59.230
)0'. Now hrng. Col III 805-687-

600!) Ext. R·9S01 for curront

federci 1st,

Hay

2013(182

YOUTH DIRECTOR: 1/2 lime 10
__ ..I-: & Sr. Hogh youths mi>islry
lor FnI Bop"'t, FnI Chriolion. h$l
Presbyterlon

Church..

of

CTbondoIe. R......- & relerOftCeS
10 PO Box 8. CabontIaIo. 1.62903

17y7/22/89.

7.21&9
4368Cm
EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
TEQNICIANS full mel pm1 !me

poom.... fanla&lic opporlmily 10
work with a profeulonaJ
Olgonizotion. ""x;d. """'. WIth

pari Mle position. Qua.lifi<,,_:

21 yecn of """ ... older. anent
E.M., valid cbu 8 div.... license

==

wlhOlliconvir:lionprior 2 y". ho;h
Khoot or 6qLNvaleni. suc.ceuful

I~J·~Ji.t.::

I.M.R.S. recertificotion tramjng

DElIVERY PERSON NEEDED for
U>ch hoor>, 11:00 am- 1:00 pm.
other hours avrnlobJe. apply an
per.s.on. Cuhorf-d Creams. Hwy
S. Sl.
SS74C177
~

Pl'ovide:i Stamg saIaJes, $4.96$6.96/hr., appkahons accepted
until July 26, 1989, at .4 pm.
Jachan COIRty arrbAcn:e, 520 N.
lhversdy, CabondaIo.1. 62901.
7-26·69
448?C 179
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TYPING AND WORD prOte.mg. i krtchen pnv~ lor moture, 1361
aperworU. 825 S. 1W-lbeMdj, lull time. lemole student .•n
Plar.o Recordsl. T.m _ , Ii-.
exchange
for
I.ght
dl$J .. resumes.. etc. For quality
houJekeeplng/coojong duhes.

7~ct S29·2722. 3ge2EJZ3
APEX CLEANING FOR business.
hame, and off;ce. Free es!mates.
549-5727.
I-I 5-89
398 31'173
TYPING AND WORD procosomg.
The 549-3512.
Office. 300 E. Marl. Su'e 5.
Cal

f~~t :;ERVICE--~
Twenty Years expenence typng
dlssorlohor... the.... lenn pap......

IT-.I;,&.w':'T>;';:;~

TREES TOPPED. tRIMMED or

S";~~5~: free b.ds .nsu,ed.

=t;8~ 'Wt~l!·p~:r;.:Ol~

1
I woman,

0..

pets
qu.et
~d. i'a!er ...w a """ 10<
both. Reference. prOVIded upon
,--,. Cal 217·563-2027 alter
t:3O pm.leav_..-age.
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7_20-89
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~
HANDYMAN WITH PICJ(..(Jp, Will II
clean, haul. and anythmg else :_
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ....
S:9-34~7.

[j'~~CAPE

HAJ6'?tU~

7-2Hl9 .

:1 HOUSEHOLD,
ITEMS. MENI
women s . clothrng.1

If... \1 &

SPECIALIZING .n mowIng.
r .. -novol. momtenonce and
replacement. water sys.ems~CIld
~~~J)~5 StU arcn.tec.vr ...... ,erry

52'lEll7

I'

app~ance$. furn.• Iure. and I

7-15-89. 8 am-~I
,301 Oak St. c;:arterville.
I

/misc. Sat,

I 7-14-89

446OKK173I

RESIDENTIAL. LANC~CAPING. t I CDALE GARAGE SALE. I
SPEOAl.IZJNG .. ~desogt. i t'~ 010
119 N. lark 1
gardens, .prmkler .y.tenu. and II..>UI 0 an..
marIIen<Ilte. SIUgrocIuote. 15 yrs.
I Ln. Crib. atart. stereo.!
Frcri. 549-7j:f6em II dolt-, etc.
I
fOR COMPUTER.M."DE Elyers. 1,7-14-89
4414KK1731
: "" w1Ih wnIrlg hom .....ork or lech
-----

i1i:89'

~G~;;;:ftj~ h[;"j':;i;M;:;I:;n; ;~!; i};{[; ; f l; ; ?; &; j3; :; ;I; ~; nJ
549·2090.
B.Hl9

4449fI,2

[S!l'lX:dH·,!#§1
GOlD, Sl.VER. Bl!OKEN ;ewery,
-.s.IIeAng, b..sebaI c<rds, dolo
rfIgI, etc. J md J CoN, 821 S.
..... 457-6831.
8-2.89
398Sf183
CASH fOR P>ROKEN ACa. Will
pickup. Cal 529-5290.

A.,W

4221f2

ANY lAVIES WHO wolAd lOt_ 10
~ money by hoomg a
IrIgene party Ib:ge oeIecIion. up to

CIt"""' ...

75"beIowrelal).529-4517.
43120179

7-26-89

PREGNANT?
Call BIRTHRIGHT

BFree
I

Pregnancy TeIIIing

Conficlen1ia!AssiS18nC8

549-2794

215W. Main

Positions for Fall
(must have ACT on file)
Classified Sales Representative
-spaDing and typing (min. 30 wpm) test gi "en
-training begins mid-August
-requires telemarketing skills
-flexible work blocks (4 hour blocks preferred)

Advertising Office Assistant

Malibu Villagcz

'i position: noo0-4:3O
-duties include answering the phone,
scheduling advertising, assisting walk-in
customers. coordinating work with sales reps.
and dummying the newspaper

Now Renting

for Summer ~ fall
Large Townhouse Apts ..
now offering summer discounts.
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes
1Z & 14 wide, with 2 & 3 bedrooms.
locked mailboxes. next ro laundromat.
9 or 12 month lease. Cable Available.

GIANT STEP UP
IN MOBILE
HOME LIVING

Advertising Dispatch Representative
-oftemoon work block from noon-4pm required
-duties include delivering doily proofs to
advertisers
-car necessary; wiU reimburse mileage

Call:

Dczbbhz
529-4301

2&3 Bedrooms

Advertising Sales Representatives
-juniors and senio!S preMrred

-afternoon work block helpful
-duties inciude selling advertising to new and
existing accou"lts and designing and
implementing advertising campaigns
-car helpfu~ wiH reimburse mileage

at 910 E. Park
You11love:
-Great New locations
·Storage Building
·Lighted Parking
·Sundeck

ALL NEW 1 ~ 3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
CUT YOUR UTILITY BILL IN

1/2!

Adverti-;ing Layout
-morning work block ft.'quired. 15-20 hrs. per
week
-duties include laying out pages and daily
advertisements

Close to Campus
2&3 Bedrooms
at 714 E. College

Featuring:
Central Air
Cable TV
Washer/Dryer

Close to CaflllUS
Nat"<Jlat Gas Efficiency
Sorry No Pets

~~i
. Page ~ Daily Egyptian. July 14, UI89

Louted id:
309.400.401.409.
SO •• 503 W. CoDege
507 &.. 509 S. Bevelilge

• Ughted Parking
·3/eveJs

Advertising Graphic Artist

• Separate Kitchens &.. Dining
• Porch &.. Balcony
• Central Air &.. Heat

• Extra Large Bed«XJms
• btra Storage

(at no additional charge)

Available for Fall &. Summer 1989

529-1082
~

-afte:noon WOf1( block necessary
-mowledge of deadUnes. typography. color
separation & screens helpful, STC commercial
graphics majors preferred. wm consider other
related majors.

Pick up applications at the
Communications Bldg. Rm 1259
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Graduate students to display
artwork at University fJluseum
By Carrie Pomeroy

iAt'~1

Staff Writer

The Master of Fine Arts
exhibits of painter Siona
Benjamin, sculptor Susan
Mills and phot;,grapher Cheryl
Broadie will open with a public
reception from 6 to 8 p.m.
today and run through July 20
at the University Museum in
FanerHall.
To Benjamin, who is
originally from India, her
cultural heritage is an important influence, which is
reflected in her exhibit, titled
"Altars and Offerings."
Benjamin evokes the spirit
of India in everything from the
texture of her paintings, which
is rough and grainy like stone
walls in India, to her choice of
ancient subjects like trees and
religious icons.
"I like to seek the past to
create the future," she said.
Benjamin, who has been
painting with oils since 1976,
tries to make her paintings "a
space a person can look into."
One of her pailJtings, a
depiction oi a door, actually
incorporates a wouden door
whIch opens on a temple-like
scene Many of her paintings
"flow" from wall to floor to
create the impression of an
altar.
Benjamin also paints with
enaLUel on copper, a technique
more commonly used in
jewelry. She became interested in this technique while
studying art in Indi!:.
"I'd see these colors used by
the jewelers and I liked them
for their opacity. rthey had
almost a still water feeling - a
sacred feeling."
Benjamin has had exhibits in
Bombay, Delhi and Australia.
Susan Mills creates her
bronze, iron and aluminum
sculp~ures as a response to her
intimate relationships.
Transformation, both in art
and in personal interactions, is
important (0 her.
"Through the changing of
my relationships, I've grown,"
she said.
Change is in turn reflected in
her work. The proces< of
sculpting, from conception 1.0
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ROtk HUsit/DQn~~ MU~\~
Drink Specials
Speed rail Pitchers $5.00
187 ml Osti Spumanti $2.85
Heiny mugs $2.95, 95¢ refills

~
:<,,<,:1.

Buya mug & use it for Monday's 1/2 price drafts!

Starting MondaysIl2 price all draft & bottled beer
Susan Mills, graduat~ student In art and design, will display
her sea-inspired sculptures.

casting, is a process of transformation. Mills said.
"It's like giving birtb," she
reflected.
Describing her sculpture as
"quiet, somber images," Mills
said she derives the shapes of

"If you can take my
scrutiny, I can take
yours."
-Susan Broadie

her sculpture from sea
animals, plants, rocks and
women's bodies. Rather than
portraring these subjects
figuratively, she depicts them
on a subconscious level, em-

I:a~!iz:gco~mo~~:

forms.

ottt.ir

w~:!:!~ein~~~t!:~!a

:::!

is a cyclical thing ... Past,
present and future can merge
10 one moment, and my pieces
are trying to talk about that
moment," she explained.
Susan Broadie's exhibit of
black and white photographs
focuses on the lives of Carbondale lesbians. Her portraits
of nine different couples in
their own homes include tapes
in which they talk about jobs,
relationships with par.:nts.
friends, lovers and other issues

in their lives.
Broadie, who is herself gay,
said:
"You could classify it as
documentary, but it's very
much about me."
Broadie takes a very personal approach to her art and
tries to close the distance
between photographer and
subject. In the past, when
photographing at Main Street
East (now Two Hearts, Inc.);
she often handed her camera
over to other people and asked
them to photograph her.
. "If you can take my
scrutiny, I can take yours," is
her approach to her subjects.
Broadie
felt
that
photographing the women in
her thesis exhibit in their
homes was a way of balancing
the
control
in
the
photographer-subject relationship. Broadie, who rarely
uses her studio, wanted to
show lesbians as normal
people with normallivE:S.
Broadie feels that gay people
need a feeling of history ami.
identity. She hopes h~r
phoiography can help fill a gap
by "giving us some imagery to
look back on for the future."
The museum
is located
at the north end of Faner Hall.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
weekdays and 1:30 lo4:30 p.m.
Sundays. Admission is free.

DOORS OPEN AT7:00PM-7 DAYS A WEEK

...... .............

~---

457-2259
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Back
-ToCampus
Advertising Deadline
. July 19, 2:00pm

Call 536-3311 for more info.
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Tour de France riders endure heat DRUGS, from Page 16-lead the rest of the way Otf;:!"'l
edging countryman Giancarlo
Perini hI the sprint to win at
five hours, 40 minutes, 54
seconds.
Dominique Arnaud of
France was third, 2:09 behind,
after a fall left him behind the
stage leaders 23 kilometers
from the finish.
Leading the pack at 21:24
behind
was
Thomas
Wegmuller of Switzerland,
who placed fourth.
Fignon maintained his

MONTPELLIER, France
(uPO - Valerio Tebaldi led a
tw()-man Italian breakaway in
scorching heat Thursday to
win the 150-mile, 12th stage
from Toulouse to Montpellier
in the 76th Tour de France.
Overall leader Laurent
Fignon of France, conserved
his energy in the temperatures
that heat up to 100 degrees,
finishing in the pack some 21
minutes back.
Tebaldi broke free 12 miles
into the stage, and held the

seven-second lead over Greg
LeMond of the United States in
overall standings, and the rest
of the top 10 overall kept pace.
"The heat kept us from
making any initiatives," the
Frenchman said. "We just
kept cool, trying to avoid a fall.
We reacted only when the
margin became large. If jt had
continued, Dominique Arnaud
could have taken the yellow
jersey. None of the teams
wanted to really move...

SOFTBALL, from Page 16
Anothe_'
area
Breclttelsbauer wants to shore
up is the team's pitching. The
Salukis had a team ERA of 1.73
last season. "I don't want to
say the pitching was all bad
because it was good at times,"
Brechtelsbauer
said.
"Sometimes this game comes
down to one play, one hit, or
one pitch. At times, we didn't
make that one pitch."
The Salukis received some
help in the pitching department when it signed Centralia
star pitcher, Angela Mick.
Mick went 18-7 with a .66 ERA
her senior year. She was also
17-4 with a .20 ERA as a junior.
"Angela could help and she
throws hard," Brecbtelsbauer
said. "She bad a great career
at Centralia and was also one
of their leading hitters. ShE'
needs to perfect a cbangeup
and come up with a rise and
drop pitch to offset her fasthalf. If Angie does that, I think·
she will be tough."
Returning Saluki pitchers
include Traci Furlow (9-9, 1.55

ERA); Jennifer Brown (7-5,
1.58 ERA); Lisa Robinson (6-6,
1.83) and Dede Darnell (2-2,
2.78) saw limited action
because of injury.
"It's hard to say who the
leading pitchers are because
they are about at the same
point," Brechtelsbauer said.
"Lisa and Traci could be
leaders if they stay ahead of
the count. Traci kept us in
every game she pitched in.
A couple of additions will
add even more depth to the
Saluki lineup according to
Brectelsbauer.
Roxanne Lee, who played on
the now-defunct field hockey
team last season, will transfer
over to the softball program.
"I haven't seen Roxanne play
a lot of softball yet but I
watched her play field hockey;
she's
a
. fighter,"
Brechtelsbauer said.
Although Lee is a
sophomore, she has four years
of eligibility left and has been
working on her softball skills
this summer.

Julie .Illner, Lee's former
. field hockey coach, said: "I
haven't ever seen Roxanne
play softball, but I know she is
quick and competitive ... I
know she has been involved in
summer softball and played on
some good teams. She knows
the game and her quickness
should be an asset to the softball team."
Brechtelsbauer also has
signed Colleen Holloway out of
Chillicothe. "Colleen bas a
quick bat and is a good hitter,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "She is a
quick, exciting young
ballplayer and I expect her to
contribute once she adjust to
college pitching."
The Salukis finished fifth in
the Gateway Confereace and
will be out to prove they are a
better team next season,
BrechteIsbauer sa:d.
"The girls are eager to come
back and show that they are a
better team because they feel
they just didn't come through
last season," Brechtelsbauer
said.

BEER, from Page 1 6 - - - - - - By not drinking alcohol. that
loo-foot high net, might not
look so tall. A sober plaver
might jllSt be able to spike that
ball with energetic precision.
A sober server might find that
strategic place on the opposing
side to play the ball. And the
game could even be more fun
when not playing drunk.
But I've never wanted to
play sober. If go to bar, I
usually want to drink. That's
usually why I go, But others
might just go to hear the
music, play volleyball - and
-notdrink.
Volleyball nets, horseshoe
pits and softball fields give
people a reason to go to a bar
to do something besides drink.
The same goes for dance
floors, pool tables, dart boards

where the volleyballers play
with scary professionalism,
spiking the ball as if they
wanted their opponents' blood.
As it turns out, she said,
many volleyball players don't
drink alcoholic beverages before, during or after the beer
garden contests. If they do
drink, it's usually water or
fruit juice. A winning team,
which could be entitled to a
free pitcher, would not
necessarily get beer.
It makes sense, I mused, as I
watched a teammate's bad
serve roll over my beer cup.
What's the point in buying a
beer if it's just going to get
warm or be spilled'! Besides,
after sweating and trying to
play so hard, my good beer
buzz was pretty well worn off.

and pinball machines.
It's OK not to drink (alcohol)
when at a bar. Any responsible
bar owner would say so. And
the one who set me straight is
one of them.

union's committee on drug
prevention. "We would like to
have an independent body
handle the tests and take them
out of the hands of the NFL to
make sure there's no hanky
panky going on. If there's
opposition to this, there's
something drastically wrong
going on."
Upshaw said the players'
plan was adopted at a June 11
meting "because union
leadership was concerned
about accuracy of tests,
methods of testing, lack of
confidentiality, and lack of
concern for players.
.
"The purpose of this plan is
to protect the players," Upshaw said. "Ep.ch time the
commissioner tests the player.
the player will take a portion of
tile sample for storage and
analysis by our lab. This will

be a check on the Jeague so
that we can be sure there are
no mistakes, no tampering, or
inaccurate results."
Fralic, emphasizing the
doubts some players have
abou t curren t tes ting
procedures, expressed the fear
that the league might use drug
testing for pUhitive purposes"like getting back at me
because I've been so outspoken
on this and other issues. "
"We don't want drugs tobea
bargaining
chip
in
negotiations," Fralic said.
"This is not what it's all about.
It's about people living and
dying."
Ted Schramm, president of
Behavior Research in
LaJreside, Calif., bas been
selected by the union to administered its drug-testing
program.

SKATE, from Page 1 6 - Harris said he would like to
see a specific skateboard area
built at the Recreation ('-enter.
"That would be great. 1 think
some of the stunts tbese guys
can do are incredible."
The standing policy for
skateboarders is to ask them to
leave if there is a complaint.
Starratt said that around the
library, the sidewalk surfers
are usually accomodating.
If the skaters refuse to leave
after campus security has
asked them, the skateboards
are confiscated.
If the skater is an SIU-C
student, the matter is turned

over to the dean of Student Life
for review.
If the skater is not a student,
the board is held by security
until the skater's parents come
pick it up, Harris said.
One solution to banning nonstudent skaters from the
campus would be.~ a
University registeration decal
much like a bicycle has. That
is something Harris said he
will not consider. "That is not
something we want to try,"
said Harris, claiming that it
would just be too much
trouble,
'
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Come See the
Video:.

"Operation Rescue"

13na'l' Vic Koenig Chevrolet 13UIm'i'

Preventive Maintenance
.----------------,-----------------.
;
Air Conditioner
I
Tune-Up
:
I.
Special
I 4 eyl. - $31.95 :
I $21.95 reg.42.28 I 6 eyl.- $41.95 I
I includes
freon
I
8 eyl. - $51.95 :
1I ______
Exp:_________
7-21~89
I________________
Exp: 7-21~89
I
~

~

~

Free 27 pt. vehicle inspection with purchase of either coupon special.
Prevent summer vacation breakdowns before they happen.
Exp: 7-21-89

=

coupons good on most cars & trucks
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GDIElIA1.IIOTOiIS PAIlT$
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[VIC KOENIG ~~t!o~~~]
Call us: 529-1000 or 997 ·54 70

"for you created me in my inmost being;
You knit me together in my mother's womb."
Psalm 139

WHEN: Tuesday, July 18
WHERE: lllinois Room, Student Center
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
TIME:
Sponsored by Southern Baptist
Student Ministry
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Wrestling hits SIU-C Arena

,:"

By Sean Hannigan

:~

CLASSIC CAR CARE &.. LIMOUSINE
Let's Do It Again!

.:~

WASH & WAX

Staff Writer

Pro Wrestling is real. Just
ask any of the 3,000 some odd
fans that attended Wednesday
night's wrestling extravaganza at the SIU-C
Arena.
Fans are the essential
element to this ... um ... sport.
The managers and wrestlers
throughout the match would
turn to the audience to get the
crowd chanting, clapping,
cursing and booing.
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MEN

Jewelry Repairs

Gold Jewelry

a

1mlI400 S. Illinois Ave (across from Amtrak)
:El Don'·1
457 -5221

LAROMA·S PIZZA
\Veekend Specials

IT IS LIKE the scene in
Peter Pan were Tinkerbell is
ill. Peter the Pan (Good
wrestling name. Peter the Pan
vs. Captain Hook) pleads with
the kids to clap their hands if
they beleive in her. The faith of
the kids arouses Tinkerbell
and all is well.
The crowd at the Arena was
filled with kid... Wrestling has
become the Ice Capades of the
BO's. Pro-wrestling even had
it's own cartoon for awhile on
Saturday mornings right after
the Rambo animated fun show.
However, the adults outnumbered the kids and they
took it more seriously too. One
spectator, for no apparent
reason, engaged in fisticuffs
with a suprised, but until then
boisterous fan.

Friday thm Sunday
1. ONE 16" 1 ITEM PIZZA
2QUARTSPEPSI $8.50

2.

2 MEDIUM 1 ITEM PIZZAS
2 QUARTS SODA $11.00

3.

FAMILY PLEASER. ONE 16"
1 ITEM PIZZA LARGE SALAD
2 QUARTS PEPSI $1 0.00
NOTGOODW/ ANY OTHER SPECIAL
·DELlVERY·PICK-Up·EAT IN

529.1344
SId f'I1c*) by Fero8Jdo feIiu.IIaggi

NWA wrestler Scott Hall, top, has his oppenent, Wild sm Irwin,
against the ropes In a match Wednesday evtri1g aI the Arena. Hall

was the winner.
clearly a maD with ambition.
The Road Warriors were
probably the best of the bad
Looking like something out of
"Mad Max," they were
greeted with a lusty round of
boos. However, on this night
they were content to live off of
their reputation.

.
~THOUT ANNOUNCERS
though. it was difficult to
fIgure out what was going 00.
Tbey let the crowd know just
who was heaved out of the
ring, but it was not the chaos
that was hoped for.
Most of the wre;tJers just
stood around buffmg and
pushing, all the while realizing
they should stretch it out to at
least 20 minutes.
Dick Murdoch, a candidate
for the George Kennedy look-alike cootest almost held out,
but suddenly went limp and got

THEY SQUARED OFF
against Norman the Lunatic
and a last minute subsitute
Samoan. Norman was the
most creative of the bunch.
Dressed in an all-white outfit Dung.
In the end it was Rick
(Like a patient in a mental
ward, get it?) and a huge hair- Steinec standing alone. Whicb
covered head, Norman kept was cooveniant because be
WAS on the marquee for the
the crowd in stitches.
His manager had these car nextmatcb.
keys and waved them in front
REAL! MAYBE NOT. In a
of the Lunatic's face making
weird sort of double-think way
'him an instant zombi ~. the people attencting the match
Alright, maybe nnt. creative, know it's make beleive, yet
but after three hours of tbey definitely place an
wrestling he was a welcome emotional stake on the outdeviant.
come.
The big event was supposed
Fans remarked as they were
to be "The Two Ring-Triple leaving bow Hot Stuff Eddie
Crown King of the Hill Battle Gilbert was robbed or about
Royal," which featured bum calls as if it was real
somewhere around 16 grap- They believe, they make
plers in two seperate rings.
themselves believe.

St. Louis to get new so~r team
ST. LOUIS <UPI>
Businessman Milan Mandaric
said Thursday the Major Indoor Soccer League has voted
S1. Lo~is to field an expansion
franchISe for the upcoming
1989-90 season.
It will be the city's second
er.try into the league. St. Louis
h;:.d one of the premiere
professional indoor soccer
franchises in the early 1980&,

C!C
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H Wild Bill Irwin felt intres!
was waning, his opponent Scott
Hall would remain stunned on
the tarp while he primped and
po.:;ed around the ring to incite
the anger of the crowd.
This is one of the central acts
of the wrestlers and reappeared as often as body slams
during the evening.

THEY SHOULD. Any film
critic will tell you that the key
, to a good action-adventure
movie is a menicing bad guy.
In wrestling the boos are much
louder than the cheers and the
cheers go up for the heros in
direct relation to the bad guys
reputation.
Wild Bill had a whip, which
was a nice touch. Pius he made
cameo appearances frequently
throughout the match. He was

Vans & Trucks Slight Additional Charge

220 ~i:':'~gtOD

~

tf

$29.95

~

Sports Analysis

THE
SPECTATOR'S
BRAWL happened during the
climatic six-man tag team
match between Freebirds and
the Midnight Express and Dr.
Death. The attention of the
crowd went immediately to the
unrehearsed scuffle, proving
how sincere it was about the
sport and how easily
distracted.
The fight in the stands was a
draw.
The fights in the ring were
less spontanio:JS. While maybe
not rehearsed as much as a
Russian ballet, many of the
moves were done by rote.
Everyone knows who the bad
guys are and who the good
guys are because many of the
wrestlers are seen on
television. Brent Wilderman,
19, from Waltonville claimed:
"I heard the bad guys make
more money."

.........· ......... .o!!i.

the Steamers, but that team
folded a year ago.
Manoaric said St. Louis can
retum to be a bright spot for
theMISL.
•.,. don't <hink it's time to
open thE; champagne yet
because we have a lot of work
to do,' said Mandaric, who will
serve as franchise president
and chief executive officer.
"But I'm mal..ing a com-

mitment that st. Louis will be
a model MISL franchise."
The new St. Louis team does
not yet have a name. There is a
dispu~ over legal rights to the
nickname, "Steamers."
The Steamers, were a model
franchise when the MISL was
in its infancy. The Steamers
averaged 17,017 fans per game
during the 1981-82 season_ ...

25¢ Drafts
8-top.m.

90e Speedrails

50¢ Drafts
After t Op.m.

Cover $1

Sat.

Drink Specials

$2 Cover

:iun.

Show Night

Cover Varies

fli.

V"

412 E Walnut ......~

Sun.Tues
IO:30am·3am

Wed·Thun

lOam.....am
Fri-Sat

lOam-5am

"

Carbondale

~

TACO

549-7212

we accept phone
orders for pick-up

'BELL.

New Dessert, Cinnamon Twist

Daily Specials
Moo. - Burrito Supreme & Small Drink
Tues. - 2 Taco Supremes & Small Drink
Wed. - Taco Salad & Small Drink
Thurtl. - Nacho BelIgrande & Small Drink
Fri. Taco Salad & Small Drink
Sat. - Steak Fajita & Small Drink
Sun. - Ta .. 49¢ (unlimited)

$1.99
$2.29
$3.29
$2.39
$3.29
$1.99
.49

Ir---~--------------,
Buy,: Chicken Fajita and Get
I

~~~~~~~~~~~!~~Z~~~J
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Ban Skateboarding?
StU Security
discussipg
skate policy

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

By Sean Hannigan
Staff Writer

The skateboarders for the
most part are attacking the
concrete at home this
summer, but when they
come to campus this fall

.. ...
~

~ ~o,:~in~~t :iili
open arms.
Robert Harris, Director of
SIU-C Security, said the
campus police are formulating what the policy will
be concel"ning campus
skateboarding.
One of the main hang outs
for the skaters is the north
entrance of Morris Library.
Harris said that area is now
off limits. "They like to use
the wheel chair ramp.
People in the library can't
studyorrrad."
Jay Starratt, assistant
director of library services,
said: "We get sporadic
complaints from patrons
about (skaters) getting in
the way." He said the he's
noticed fewer people are
skateboarding this Sllmmer
than in the fall or spring
semesters, but that he expects them back in the fall.
"Once we got a complaint
from a handicapped person," Starratt said, adding
that the skateboarders tend
to take over the area.
Harris said he has heard of
people being hurt by

~
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Beer gardens
not always
for drinking
"OK, OK, I'll play," I say as
my friends drag me on to the
sandy volleyball court at a
certain Carbondale beverage
consumption establishment.
Reluctantly, I tried to play
volleyball; making feeble
attempts at spiking, jumping
up at a net that seemed to
tower at !east 100 feet. My
service was lousy too, with the
ball flying out of bounds,
nearly spilling a spectator's
drink.

Throughout the match,
which was a chaotic, impromptu and drunken affair
(Score? Heck, we don't need
no stinking score! >, I watched

mred~J:!ide~:,~d sandThis is beer garden
volleyball. At least my experience of Lile game.
However, as it has been
pointed out to me by a local bar
owner, beer garden volleyball
can be an organized. highly
competitive contest, as is :.he
case at her establishment,
See BEER, Page 14
Page 16, Daily Egyptian.,J,dy 14, 1989

Prairie State Games
begin with change

Slalf PhoIO by Jam Wagner

"Ollieing," as Paul Reynolds, a junior at HerrIn High School,
demonstrates Isn't allowed on the Morris Library steps,
according to SIlJ-C Security. Reynolds was visting carbondaJe
Thursday for an a/kiay session on the canpus COIlCI'3te.

collisions with skateboarders. "We've had people
hurt pretty bad. There've
beena few broken bones."
Harris admitted that one
solutions may be a ban of all
skateboards from campus.
"Some guys will claim that
they use the boards as
transportation.
Well
everyone rides bikes the
same."
"You get guys on
skateboards and some are
good and can stop on a dime

going 40 miles per hour, but
the average guy will get
someone hurt."
Harris said he hopes to
work with the skaters and
thinks one of the options
could be designated
skateboard areas. He said
the University is in contact
with other schools to find out
possible solutions to the
problem.
See SKAlE, Page 14

NFL players request
independent drug tester
ATLANTA (UPI) - NFL
Players Association Executi·.'e
Director Gene Upshaw says
players don't trust NFL drugtesting procedures and want
the league to share samples for
independent analYSiS, but
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
refuses to cooperate.
The players union held a
news conference Thursday to
annO\!Dce it was gOing ahead
with independent testing with or without league approval.
"We'd like for the league to
split samples with us, but, if
that isn't the case, we'll take
voluntary samples on our
own," said Atlanta Falcons
tackle Mike Kenn, newly
elected NFLP A president.
"It's something the players in

the league have been concerned about a long time and
we're moving along as quickly
as we can."
Kenn said the issue was
brought to a head by an article
in a national sports magazine
that indicated the league's
drug program was not being
administered in a fair manner.
"Playet'S rights are not
being protected under the NFL
drug program," Kenn said.
"We want a drug program that
will protect players rights and
help players who have drug
problems."
"We all have questions about
wlJat is going on," said Atlanta
guard Bill Fralic, appointed by
Kenn as chairman of the
See DRUGs, Page 14

The Sixth Annual Prarie
State Games, featuring some
of Illinois' finest amateur
a thletes, got under way
Thursday with a change in its
format.
According to Mark Daniel,
sports expert for the PSG, said
the Governor's Cup will not be
given to the region accumulating the most points.
Individual medals will still
be given out to winners in each
event. Previously, the
Governor's Cup was given on
the last day of the event to the
region that scored the most
total points in tl:Je Games.
There are eight regions taking
part in the Prairie State
Games.
"The consensus of people
who organize the Prairie State
Games felt that the Gover..or's
Cup defeated the purpose," a
spokesman for Daniel said
Thursday. "They felt it wasn't
fair because these athletes
parf;icipate to have fun as
well."
The operating budget is
down from last year, but a
shuttle transit system is expected to increase attendance
at the Games which will run

from Thursday until Sunday
on and around the University
of Illinois Champaign-Urbana
campus.
"With the way these Games
are organized now, a lot more
people are interested in
them," the spokesman said.
"In years past people didn't
know about the Games but now
more people find out. There
are also more people trying out
and interested in amateur
sports."
Event organizers expect
more than 10,000 athletes,
coachp..8 and visitors to converge on campus for the
games, which were created in
1984 by the Illinois General
Assembly as a program of the
Governor's Council on Health
and Physical Fitness.
Basketball and weightlifting
are among the major attractions of PSG. Among the
other sports contested are
soccer, tennis, shooting,
wrestling, swimming, gymnastics, judo, fencing, archery, volleyball and track
and field.
This year's Games also
include wheelchair events.
Approximately 12,500 people
took part in regional competitions to qualify for some
3,000 berths in the PSG.

Softball to have team
of seasoned veterans
ByGregScoH
Staff Writer

SIU-C Saluki softball coach
Kay Brechtelsbauer has all of
her players returning from
last year's 24-22 campaign and
said she hopes to see improvement after another
season of experience UIJder its
belts.
There were no set'iors and
only one starting junior on last
year's team, which finished
fifth in in the Gateway Conference with an 11-10 mark.
"We were L.lexperienced in
some key spots last season,"
said Brechtelsbauer, who
attained her 300th career at
the end of the season. "With
another season under their
belts, hopefully the team will
continue to improve."
The Salukis will look for
leadership from three-time
All-Gateway Conference
selection Shelly Gibbs. The
Saluki second baseman was
picked as the team's MVP for
the third consecutive season.
She led the team in eight offensive categories and became
SIU-C's first player to make
the All-Midwest team.
The Saluki team captain is

ranked 12th nationally in
homerun hitting with five
homers in 46 games, which is a
school record.
Gibbs hold 12 school records,
including 11 career homers.
She hit .357 last season to lead
the Salukis. She is t.'le first
SIU-C softball player to be
listed among the NCAA individual statistics le3ders. "I
think Shelly could be a real
role model and leader for our
younger
players,"
Brechtelsbauer said.
Other power hitters include
Billie Ramsey, a freshman
outfielder, who hit.339 and was
named to the all-conference
team as a designated player;
Cheryl Venorsky, a freshman
shortstop, who hit .338; and
Marj Jo Firnbach, hitting .328
as a sophomore and making
only three errors at third base.
"We have a lot going for us
in the hitting department,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "But we
left a lot of runners on base last
season and we need to improve
on that. Sometimes its not the
number of hits a team gets; it
when the team gets them."
See SOFTBALl., Page 14

St. Louis stadium in governor's hands
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.
<UPI) - Gov. John Ashcroft,
who faces a legal deadline
Friday for acting on
kgislation, said on Thursday
he has not decided whether to
sign or veto the controversial
stadium bill.
The measure was one of the
most disputed pieces of
legislation approved by the
Missouri General Assembly at
its regular session earlier this
year.

New soccer franchise coming to St. Louis
-Page 15
Supporters of the bill contend it is needed to help win a
profeSSional football expansion team for St. Louis.
They also say it will help
persuade
owners
of
professional baseball and
football teams in Kansas City
to keep their clubs in that city.

"I haven't made a decision
yet on the bill," said .\shcroft.
"I'm in the process of making
up my mind, and I've spent
several hours working on i~
today.
"It's a complex bill and
there are a ·...ariety of things to
consider."

Ashcroft said intense
pressure put on him by
prominent business executives
and public officials in St. Louis
and Kansas City to sign the bill
will not affect his final
decision. If he vetoes the bill,
the General Assembly could
attempt to override his action
at the special veto session to be
held in September.
"The bill has to stand or fall
on its own merit," said the
governor.

